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ABSTRACT

Automation of the apparel industry becomes more evident with the increasing use

of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems in the manufacturing sector. Adopting new

technologies in the education of apparel design would equip students with the

knowledge of CAD to meet the needs of the automated industry. Little research,

however, was found to study the impact and potential of the use of CAD systems in

apparel design education. The purpose of this study is to compare the effectiveness

of Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAD using a CAD system and that of a laboratory

teaching method for pattem development.

An experiment was conducted to manipulate the explanatory variable of instruction

mode and to determine any changes on student achievement after the delivery of study

treatments. The study sample was composed of 26 female students en¡olled in an

inroductory patæm development cou$e. Subjects were randomly assigned into the

experimental group, which received the CAI treaunent, and the control group, which

received the labotatory f€atment. The explanatory variables of sodent experience in

pattern development and clothing construction, and student computer experience were

determined by their responses to an entry behavior test Student past academic

performance was measu¡ed by their grade point average in at least two of the th¡ee

selected clothing and textiles core coun;es. A pretest and two posttests (practical and

writæn) were admi¡istered to measure the response va¡iable of student achievement.

Results of the statistical analyses demonstrated no statistically signifîcant difference

in the mean test scores between the CAI and the laboratory groups at the significance



level of 0.05. It was determined that student performance did not favor either of the

teaching methods. However, students showed significant gain in leaming pattem

development on the achievement measures.

No interaction effect on student achievement was found between mode of

instruction and student experience in pattem development and clothing construction.

Findings also suggested that the interaction of instructional mode and past academic

pedormance did not display significant effect on student achievement. Subjects in both

groups performed equally well regardless of their experience and past academic

performance levels. Within the CAI group, the diffe¡ences in pedormance belween

students with high and low computer experience were insignificantly small.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Traditionally, computer technology has not be¿n widely employed by the

apparel industry due to the high cost of computerizing opetations. Whereas

worldwide about 1200 apparel companies use computer-aided grading and marking

systems, a number of these companies that design their products on computer

systems remains small (Kallal, 1984). Howeve¡, the recent increased use of

computer-aided design (CAD) systems in the apparel manufacturing industry

reflects the industry's final adoption of computer technology in the product design

a¡ea' As predicted by the participants in a 1983 America¡ Apparel Manufacturers

Association sponsored CAD/CAM seminar, the apparel industcy will follow other

industries by increasing the use of CAD in line development (Kallal, 19g4).

The key to computer automation is a¡ increase in effrciency and competitive

nature of manufacturing operations. A study of America¡ based apparel companies

identified four key improvements resulting from computer automation:

1) Decrease in production lead time;

2) Increase in productivity 4007o across the board;

3) Technologically speaking, computer automation was most suitable for

companies with 201-500 employees;

4) All types of compurer sysrems could be employed by companies in many

different ways (Kosh, 1988, p.34).
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Results of the above sfudy revealed that in the apparel industry, manufacruring

operations were the most automated while design/merchandising functions were least

automated. However, a trend toward automation in design and merchandising is

foreseeable. Specifically, "about one-third of the companies today aro creating new

product concepts on CAD systems, marketing via computer graphics and doing

initial line adoption on computer system" iKosh, 1988, p.36). Thus, more and more

apparel companies are becoming aware of the benefits of adopting a highly

technological design process supported by computer systeos (Van De Bogarr, 1988).

A quote f¡om Bill Eaton, vice president and chief information officer at lævi

-- "CAD systems are the wave of the future"-- best reveals the significant impact

of CAD on the apparel industry (Van De Rogan, 1988). ln order to remain

competitive, similar advances in computer automation have been occuring in the

Canadian apparel industry (Canadian Apparel and Manufacturin g, 1987).

Consequently, it is important for students of design to become awa¡e of a CAD

system as a viable tool in design and pattern development. Hands-on experience

with a CAD system should be one of the focal points in a clothing and texriles

depanment to equip students with technological knowledge necessary for successful

performance in a highly automated apparel industry.

Very little literatu¡e can be found about the use of computer-aided design

systems in the apparel industry. Lack of access to the system is the major reason

hindering the evaluation of CAD as an effective teaching tool for apparel design.

With the recent acquisition of AutoCADR in the Department of Clothing and

Textiles at the University of Manitoba, it became possible to teach students the

potential of a CAD system. The purpose of this resea¡ch is to design within



AutoCADR a self-instructional tutorial program and to evaluate its effectiveness in

teaching specific pattem development concepts and principles. It is the intention of

this ¡esea¡ch to evaluate the effectiveness of AutoCADR in the apparel design

curriculum. Whereas clothing and textiles academicians are not the developers of

this computer-aided design system, implications as to the effectiveness and value of

this system as a teaching tool will be useful fo¡ future curriculum development.



Statement of the Problem

Despite the increasing adoption of compuær-aided design systems into the

apparel industry, not all the clothing and textiles academicians and srudents a¡e

exposed to the nature and the potential of these systems. No studies have been

found in which the nature of CAD and its implications in the apparel design

education have been examined. Clothing design students should be educated to

haVe an easy transition to advanced technological jobs in the industry. It is this

expertise of the apparel design students that will help to assure the automation of

the apparel field in the future. Therefore, it is important to design and evaluate a

tutorial computer program so students can leam basic design concepts through one

of the CAD systems, in particular, AutoCADR. Apart from the delivery of

knowledge, this tutorial will expose students to the natu¡e of a CAD system. The

major problem of this investigation, hence, is to examine whether a computerized

tutorial designed within AutocADR is effective in teaching students specific pattern

development concepts and principles in comparison to the ¡egulff laboratory

instruction.



Pur¡ose of Studv

This study involves designing a computer tutorial program within the

AutoCADR system and evaluating the effectiveness of this tutorial in teaching

specific pattem development concepts and principles.

Soecific Obiective

1) To design a rutorial computer program using AutocAD* to teach specific pattern

development concepts and principles.

2) To design a set of instructions (a manual) supplementary to the rutorial progr¿un

to acquaint students with the procedure of operating the computer and completing

the pro$am.

3) To determine the significant differences between the achievement levels of

students taught with the use of a self-instructional computer program with a

manual and students taught with the use of laboratory instruction.



Rationale

The 1980s have been marked by the significant role played by computer-aided

design systems in the apparel industry. The continuous adoption of CAD into the

apparel manufacturing sector is mainly the result of the powerful applications of the

CAD systems in production. At the 1986 Bobbin Show, the indusry was shown

what CAD can do:

1) aid the stylist in creating renderings in full color,

2) aid the designer in developing pattems,

3) grade patterns with prescribed grade rules,

4) develop and plot accrrate and cost effective markers,

5) direct a laser o¡ multi-ply cutting system (Witson, 1987).

With all these capabilities of CAD, it will only be a marter of time before

product design is tinked to pattem design and then to production in the apparel

scene. Because of the growth of new technology in the apparel industry, dramatic

shifts will occur in employment patterns (Shim, 1984). These changes in

tomonow's job market will affect the way clothing and textiles students are

educated to meet the needs of advancing technology in the apparel industry.

Inco¡porating technological knowledge in clothing and textiles programs has

been one of the major concems of clothing and textiles educators. of the seven

opponunity areas identified at the Association of college p¡ofessors of rextiles and

clothing (ACPTC) Futures seminar in April of 1983, one area was ro develop and
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adopt new technologies in communication as well as in textiles and clothing. These

seven areas were funher collapsed into 14 ideas, with the area of conducring

resea¡ch in computer applications as one of the top five ideas (Stowe, 19g4). Thus,

the incorporation of cAD systems in the apparel design classroom is the focus of

future curriculum planning. Heisey (1984) suggested that with the use of CAD,

"students can learn basic concepts of flat pattem quickly without the time-consuming

malipulation of physical materials, ...... and they can be inuoduced to the potential

of the computer in applications directly related to clothing" (p.12).

To assist students in developing a positive attitude toward the use of CAD,

CAD systems should be developed and tested fo¡ their potential in university

cu¡ricula. AutoCADR, a computer softwa¡e package originally recommended for

architecrure, interior design, and engineering frelds (Autodesk, Inc., 19g7), is being

applied to apparel design because of the advantage of accuracy in developing

production sketches and garrnent specifications (pick¡ell, 19g9). Because AutocADR

runs on personal computers, students a¡e now able to experience many of the

advantages of systems like cerber and læctra for about one-tenth of the cost (M.iller

& DeJonge, 1987). This enables students to view the computer as a tool for design

in thei¡ furure careen. This development of positive attitude tor,vards cAD is

impo¡tant to offset designers' o¡ pattem make¡s' traditional resistance to cAD

systems in apparel (Miller & DeJonge, 1987). In a survey of 20 usen of

CAD/CAM systems by Philadelphia College of Texriles and Science, Wilson

reported that the apparel industry has been slow to apply CAD as compared to

cAM ( computer-Aided Manufacturing systems ) because of a lack of knowledge

as to how easy ald effective cAD is when inregated in the design area (wilson,
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1987). Designers are said to ¡esist the use of CAD due to the time factor, and this

is where the university's role can be effective. Computer p¡ograms developed

within CA-D systems are valuable to teach students the basics of CAD technology

and to prepare them to effective-ly use this æchnology in the apparel industry.

The recent .acquisition of the AutoCAD* system in the Department of Clothing

& Textiles at the University of Manitoba ma¡ks the beginning stage of incorporating

CAD in clothing design classes. However, so far, no p¡ogrâm has been developed

o¡ tested to investigate the potential of this softwa¡e system as a viable teaching

device. In the early part of 1988, the reseæcher together with a fellow graduate

studen¡ developed a design library to highlight visual effects of height and width in

dress design (Lai & Snell, 1988). Based on the findings of this study, AuroCAD*

was viewed as a powedul teaching tool for students interested in ca¡eers in the

higtrJy computer automated industry of today and tomorrow. Moreover, further

experimentation was strongly recommended to explore the potential of this system.

Thus, the main purpose of this thesis is to provide a starring point for developing a

self-instructional program and examining its effectiveness in teaching apparel design

(pattem development concepts and principles).

Traditionally, students leam and practise pattem development skills via lectu¡e

and laboratory instructions. ln labo¡atories, students' understanding of pattem

development concepts and principles is rcflected through the mrnipulation of

physical materials such as pattem pieces. In orde¡ to establish a criterion upon

which the effectiveness of the computerized tutorial can be eva.luated, a comparative

study is desirable. That is , the effectiveness of computer assisted instruction a¡d

that of ihe laboratory teaching will be compared in terms of student achievement



level.
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Hypothesis

The following hypotheses stared in the null form were fonnulated from a

consideration of the objectives of the study:

Hvpothesis

There is no significant diffe¡ence in student achievement between the use of

computer Assisted Instruction with AutocADR and laboratory instruction in teaching

specific pattern development concepts and principles.

Sub-hvootheses

1) There is no significant relationship between mode of instruction and student

achievement.

2) There is no i¡teraction effect on student achievement between mode of

instruction and level of experience in pattern development and clothing

construction.

3) There is no interaction effect on student achievement between mode of

instruction and past academic performance in selecred Clothing & Textiles

courses.

4) There is no significant difference between high and low computer experience

level in the achievement of srudents using the computer Assisted Instruction.
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Limitations

Delimitations of the Studv

1. Subjects were those who we¡e en¡olled in an introductory pattern development

course in the department of Clothing & Textiles.

2. The researcher was the only instructor present in the delivery of treatments

instead of having a professor responsible for the instructions as in regulæ

curricula.

3. The tutorial was designed as an individual instructionat unit and was not meant

to be htegrated in the structure of the regular curricula for the sake of the study.

Limitations of the Studv

1. The small sample size available for this experiment is a limiting factor.

2. The short du¡ation of the treatrnent (ess than one hour) is another limiting factor

of the study. Since the experiment was not meant to be run throughout the

entire academic term, student achievement was only measu¡ed at two points in

time (i.e. pretest and posttest). Thus, the arrangement of the experiment did not

allow the collection of attitudinal data to measu¡e student achievement as a

continuous phenomenon.

3. The history factor was not controlled for simultaneity of experimental and control

sessions. Since both the CAI and laboratory sessions could not be run

simultaneously by the same experimenter, an attempt was made to balance the
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participation of both goups in terms of time of day, day of week, ponion of

semester. This facto¡ was also due in part to different times of student

availability for participating in the study.

4. The computer rutorial was designed to maximize the efficiency of the computer

in teaching the subject matter. However, long compute¡ response times or delays

were inevitable if students had too many spelling mistakes or wrong phasing

when feeding answers to the computer.
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Definitions

Ooerational Definitions

For the purposes of this study, the following definitions appty:

Exolanatorv Variables

1. Mode of instruction, Mode of instruction was defined as teaching method

used to instruct students specif,rc pattem development concepts and principles. Two

teaching methods were selected for the purposes of this study. With the use of

laboratory instruction, students received verbal instruction from an instructor in the

laboratory setting. with the use of computer assisted instruction, students received

instruction from a tutorial prograrn, designed within the AutoCADR system, in the

computer termi¡al where an instructor was pr€sent to solve any operational problems

students might have.

2. Student experience level of pattern develpoment and clothins

construction. Student experience referred to knowledge or skills in sewing,

designing or developing pattems. It consisted of two levels:

i) high experience

ü) low experience

Student experience was measu¡ed by an entry behavior tost that examined the

number of years of experience students had in sewing, garment construction, and

pattern design; and the number of garments and panems completed, Students with
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at least three years of experience and have completed at least threo gannents and

three patterns in the past were ranked as those with high experience.

3, Student past academic performance level in selected clothins & textiles

courses. Student past academic performance refe¡red to student competence attained

in the a¡ea of clothing & textiles as reflected by their grades in at least two of rhe

th¡ee introductory corÞ courses in the Depanment of Clothing & Textiles. It

consisted of two levels:

i) high

ü) low

I-evel of past academic performance was measu¡ed by students' grade point average

in at least two of the following Clothing & Textiles courses:

64.101 Introduction to Apparel Design

64.102 Today's Textiles

64.222 Dynamics of the Fashion Industry

According to the letter grade system indicated on the University of Manitoba

ranscript, a student is classified as one with high academic performance if his/her

grade falls between B and A+. students with low academic performance are those

whose grades falls between C+ a¡d F.

4. student computer experience tevel, computer experience level referred to

student knowledge of computers including mastery of basic computer operaÍional

routines and experience with educational microcomputer prog¡am (e.g. drill and

practice, tutorial, or simulation). It consisted of two levels:
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i) high

ü) low

computer experience was measllled by an entry behavior test that examined whether

students had experience with educational microcomputer prog¡ans a¡d had taken

any computer science course or w¡itten a computer prograrn Students who had

used educational microcomputer plograms before, and had either taken at least one

university course in computer science o¡ had written a computer program were

classifìed as those with high computer experience.

Response Variable

Student achievement, Student achievement was defined as student

competoncy attained in the subject area including mastery of specific pattern

development skill (flat collar panem development) and concepts and principles of

flat colla¡ pattern development. It was measured by scores which represented the

percentage of corrcæt student responses on each of the following tests:

i) pretest;

ü) posttest I; and

iii) posuest II.

These tkee rests will be descripted in the Chapter of Methodology.
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Definition of Terms

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)

CAI refers to specifically designed programs that contain instructional material

to be presented to students, usually on the screen of a termi¡al or personal

computer. Progtams are designed to teach, reteach, and to review or to provide

tutoring, drilling, and practice after a concept has been taught (-arsen, 1985;

Williams, 1988).

Tutorial Comnuter Program

This is a computerized instrucrional approach that takes the responsibility for

instruction a¡d contai¡s a 'human-computer dialogue'. This human-computer

dialogue, which resembles interpersonal conversadons between the use¡ and the

author of the computer tutorial, tries to manipulate the meaning-making process of

the user (Bork, 1980; Sueibel, 1986).

Laboratorv Instruction

This is an umbrella term that can cover one or various combinations of

activities that range from experiments, exercises, demonstrations, to project work or

participation in resea¡ch (The International Encyclopedia of Education, 4467).

Because of the variety of approaches available to laboratory instruction, it is defined
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here in accordance with the intention of this resea¡ch.

Laboratory instruction is a combination of the following activities: verbâl

introduction, demonstration, a¡d hands-on experience; with the following goals:

(a) knowledge and comprehension (concepts and principles of pattern development);

and

(b) manual skill (pattern development skill).

Since no prelab lecture was given, the level of teacher's verbal information in the

laboratory of this study might be slightly higher than that in average laboratory

sessions (35-507o) (The Intemational Encyclopedia of Education, 4470). In this

experiment, reception of knowledge was done via verbal introduction at the

beginning of the laboratory session. After new concepts and principles are

presented, the laboratory ca-n provide concrete experience that gives meaning to the

subject matter. Thus, meaningful leaming rather than rote leaming (memorization

without understanding) can take place in the laboratory situation.
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CHÄPTER II

Literature Review

Student.Comnuter Interaction

Students a¡e active participants in the process of leaming in order to create

knowledge within their own context of social construction (Greene, 1982; Streibel,

1986). læamirg is a¡ intentional act on the part of the learner. This process of

meaning-making is highly dependent on the mode of i¡struction, that is, the way of

representing meaning. Among the various approaches of knowledge creation, the

most prominent ones include the traditional classroom teaching, laboratory

demonstration, book or slide prrsentation, and computer-assisted instruction.

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) is an educational tool designed ro reach,

reteach, review or provide tutoring or drill and practice after a concept has be¿n

taught (Williams, 1988). It is the quality of student-computer i¡teraction that

enhances the process of learning. This student-computer interaction refers to

"communication that requires two or more interactants (one can be a programmed

computer) that share an inter-dependency in a flexible ¡elationship to achieve one or

more goals" flanen, 1985, p.17).

Tutorial Computer Program

lvith a variety of software p¡ograms used in today's education, more students

are provided the opporrunity to learn by interacting with the computer. Among the

major approaches to the use of computer to assist srudents in learning, the ,,tutorial"
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approach is the one that tries to manipulate the meaning-making process of the

student through "human-computer dialogues" (Streibel, 1986). Tutorial compurer

progrâms are developed to teach students by using a "mixed-initiative dialogue,'

CBork, 1980; Dennis, 1979). What does the term "dialogue" mean?

A dialogue refers to a conversation between a student and a teacher (or an

author of a program), who tries to stimulate meaningful responses from the student,

rvhich will contribute to learning (Bork, 1980). Dialogues should resemble

conversations. Through the medium of a computer program, the teacher (or author)

asks the student questions that help the student leam the material (Bork, 1990;

Larsen, 1985).

The following assumptions underlie the theory of human-compute¡ inte¡action

in tutorial coursewar€ (both content and program strategy @ennis, 1979)):

oualitv control. In a computer tutorial, human-computer inæraction is guided

by the intentions of an author, instructional designer, and,/or programmer. These

intentions, or goals, are specified during the process of interaction to ensure desired

performance of learners. Hence, as the circumstances of learning are arranged

properly, educational goals in student learning can be ensured (Nunan, 19g3;

Streibel, 1986). For instance, instrucrions are given in a tutorial program for

students to follow in orde¡ to acquire a pârticular skill.

online tests, such as embedded tests, have been the most powerful applications

of human-computer dialogues in tutorial courseware. In comparing students'

performances with those specified by an author of a program, on-line tests offer

immediate feedback to rhe student. As the student is asked to participate by
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answeri¡g questions thoughout the program, feedback is given to him,/her to

guarantee a behavioral outcome set up by the teacher or the author (Bork, 1980;

Streibel, 1986) Here, on-line testing is carried out to assist the student in learning.

Means-ends rationalitv. As leaming goals are pre-determined in rhe ruto¡ial

courseware, the sequgncing of leaming is consequent upon preplanning these goals.

Means (or specific steps) a¡e then designed to achieve the objectives of the

i¡teraction process (Apple, 1982; Nunan, 1983), Students have to adjust themselves

to this computational envi¡onment within which they are expected to achieve

objectives pre-set by the author(s). Students ar€ treated as "data-based, rule-

following, symbol-manipulating, information processors" (Streibel, 1986). Within

this framework, the only control a student gets is a fomr of "pseudo-control", such

as the control of rate and timing of responses. For example, students are allowed

to pause during the conversation with the computer to absorb a particular area; or to

review certain parts of the diaJogue to reinforce the ideas presented (Bork, 1980).

Thus, it is by the rule-following nature of the tutorial courseware that uniform

educational goals can be reached.

Individualization. Little emphasis has been placed on individual student needs

in traditional group-based insrucdon. Teachers typically present information to a

number of students simultaneously. In a tutorial program, the human-computer

interaction is highly responsive to individual lea¡ner needs on the basis of on-going

learner responses. Input from the leamer is received through his/her responses to

onJine tests. Although each task or question presented to the student is the same,
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the student may process the information and respond to the computer differently

(Bovy, 1981). The interaction between the computer and the leamer is strucnred

so as to carry out any corrective action in case the leame¡ cannot achieve the

expected outcome. As the learne¡ has the option to control the pacing of the

progrâm, even a simple task of pressing a key to signal the computer to proceed

enables the leamer to adjust his/her own pace of meaning-making.

Visualization of Information. The human-computer dialogue becomes mo¡e

stimulating with the good $aphic capabilities of the computer. Not only can

information be presented by the computer in the form of text, but also in the form

of pictures or icons. As students may interpret information in different ways,

different forms of presentation convey different impressions to the students.

However, if the same infonnational content is displayed using two o¡ more modes

of communication, the chances of the same information conveyed to different

learners will be greater (Bo¡k, 1980). It is also important to realize that pictorial

info¡mation, especially if well designed, has certain motivational impact on the

student's Ieaming process.

Consequences of Conducting a Comouterized Tutorial program

In view of the above assumptions, a computerized tutorial c¡eates an

environment withi¡ which human-computer interactions take place. within the

technological framework, the author of a tutorial prûgram follows the logic of

prediction and control to construct a set of rules and messages that permits a learner
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to reach the specified leaming goal. As a leamer follows these rules or messages

in a form of dialogue, he o¡ she can adjust his or her own pace of leaming as well.

Taking into consideration all these assumptions about "human-computer interactions",

t}re consequences of conducting computer tutorial programs can be summarized in

the following paragraph.

A learning outcome is guaranteed as students progess owa¡d a pre-determined

goal through the human-computer dialogue. Means of acquiring knowledge are set

up to guide the learner towards the goal of knowledge crearion (Sreibel, 1986).

The rate of learning and the number of co¡rect responses are reflective of the

success of the program in achieving the pre-specified leaming objectives of the

author of the program or the teacher. Hence, the set of temporal expectations of

the leamer's behaviou accelerates the leaming process in computerized tutorials.

Past Research in the Use of Comnuter in Clothing & Textiles and

Other Areas

The theoretical framework supported by Sueibel(1986), Bork(19g0),

Larsen(1985), and others unde¡lies the intention of this thesis to design and evaluate

a computer (CAD) tutorial program in teaching specific pattern development

concepts and principles. This ¡eview of research covers previous investigations of

the effectiveness of computer assisted instruction conducted at the college level.

Because the use of computer software in the clothing a¡ea is not extensive at

present (Terry & offe{ost, 1984), evidence of past studies in other subject areas that
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support the rcsearch question were revigwed. Some of the studies reviewed gave

predictions regarding the use of teaching tools not exactly identical þ the

"computer-tutorial approach" discussed earlier. yet, it is based on the similarities

between these instructional tools and the computer-tutorial approach that predictions

may be made in light of the findings of these studies.

Effectiveness of CAI

The recent increase in the volume of ¡esearch on computer use in education is

i¡dicative of the enthusiasm fo¡ computers. Many studies werc conducted to

compafe computer-based college teaching with other conventional teaching methods.

consistent evidence was found to conclude that there were no leaming benefits to

be gained from employing any specific method of teaching. That is, computer

assisted insruction was found as effective as the rad.itonal methods in delivering

i¡structions. Jamison et ù. (L974) reviewed almost a dozen small-scale studies of

computer-based instruction in college classrooms. They came to a conservative

conclusion that cAI, when used as a replacement, was about as effective as the

traditional instruction. The only index of success of cAr in some studies was that

it might result in savings of srudent rime (Jamison et aJ., l9j4; Skimer, 19gg).

Kulik, Kulik, and cohen (1980) presented results of a meta-analysis of findings

from 59 independent studies of computer-based college teaching. Results of this

analysis suggested that cAI made small but significa¡t contributions to student

achievement. They also found that design featues of experiment, control for

historical effects, experimental sening and a¡ea of discipline did not have any
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bearing on the experimental outcomes. However, Clark (1985) argued that

achievement gains found in the above studies were overestimated. Cla¡k (19g3,

1985) attributed achievement gains from CAI to the unconrrolled effects of

insnuctional method, novelty, and the use of diffe¡ent teachers in both CAI and

traditional approaches. Fo¡ instance, both Clark (1985) and Kutik et al. (19g0)

noted that the positive effect fo¡ CAI or any media of learning disappeared when

the same instructor designed and produced bo¡h EeaEnents. yet, the argument that

the teacher's rivalry with a new technology might mask the true offect of CAI on

student achievement was held. ln examining other studies of media,s influence on

learning, clark (1983) further concluded that the great majority of these comparison

studies clearly indicated no significant difference berween the CAI and the

conventional instructional metho'ds. In the a¡ea of basic clothing construction, two

studies were ca¡ried out by Reich (1971) and Brandi (1978) to evaluare a self-

instructional programmed cou¡se and a set of self-paced materials conespondingly.

They both reached the conclusion that student achievement did not favor the use of

these self-instructional programs, that is, all students performed equally well

regardless of teaching mode.

In the past, a variety of studies has been conducted to evaluate rhe

effectiveness of cAl in terms of student ratings. Resea¡ch findings indicated that

students at the university or college Ievel demonsEated positive atdrudes toward

computerized leaming (Cavin er al., 1981; Eisenberg, 1986; Jenkins & Dankert,

l98l; Skinner, 1988). some authors found that using computer-assisted instruction

could improve students' attitudes towa¡d this instructional method and/or the subject

matte¡ itself (cavin et al., 1981; Mathis, 1970). Miller and Racine (l9gg) showed
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the positive effect of using the computer as a tool in apparel design in light of

students' performance and attirude towards the use of computer. In particular, these

¡esearchers made use of the AutocADR softwa¡e to guide sfudents through the enti¡e

clothing design and construction process. However, AutocADR was not used here

as a mode of instruction for teaching srudents design concepts. Although some

designers fear that the computer will inhibit their creativiry, these resea¡chers found

that the students in the experimental class favo¡ed the use of the computer as it

simplified and enhanced the design process. students also reported that they were

impressed by the extreme accu¡acy and precision of the computer in pattem

development (Miller & Racine, 1988). similar findings regarding students' artitude

towa¡ds the inco¡poration of computer in clothing area were reported by woodson

(1983), who explored the feasibility of producing basic panerns using a

microcomputer with accessory equipment and softwa¡e.

Evidence from the past research was found to support the generarization that

there is no relationship between student achievement and method of teaching.

Moreover, resea¡ch also indicated that srudents rated the computer as a valuable and

effective tool in learning. Not only is the effectiveness of an instructional method

greatly dependent upon the cotlÎseware design (both conrent and pro$am design),

but thg Eaits of the target group who receives the instruction are of equal

importance. Srudent performance, hence, the success of computer_assisted

instrucfion, may be related to students' entering content proficiency or experience,

past academic performance, and computer experience.
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Past Experience and Student Achevement

In their studies to examine the effectiveness of self-instructional materials in

basic clothing construcrion, Reich (1971) and Brandi (1978) obtained different

results regarding the relationship between srudent performa¡ce and experience of

clothing construction. B¡andi found significant differences between high and low

experienced students on achievement measures, whereas Reich reported equal student

performance regardless of experience level. High experienced studenrs werc

described by Brandi as successful despite the teaching method. Reich added that

this group of student took less time to complete the pro$am. Low experienced

students were described as more successful learners via the self-paced method,

because they showed the largest gain in learning. This find.ing was not consistent

with the general conclusion drawn by Judd, Bunderson, and Bessent (1970) in their

study of the use of CAI in mathematics. Instead of showing a larger gain in

leaming, results of this study indicated that srudent control of progress through a

cAI course was less successful in subjects with little familia¡ity with the cou¡se

material.

Past Academic Performance and Student Achievement

Little research has been done to investigate how past academic performance

may be related to student achievement. l,ee's resea¡ch hypothesized that students

with low GPA's would learn more via the non-cAl treâtment than via cAI. The

results attained suggested that neither EeaÍnent favored sHdents with low GpA's on
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the achievement measrues (I.r.E, 1973). Significant effects for CAI were found in

two studies where method and content were controlled (Hadield, 1969; Lang, 197 6).

In each of these studies, CAI favored high ability srudents who profited from

computer programming of mathermadcs or physics pri-nciples. This greater leaming

for high ability students might be explained by the fact that rhe computer

programming task allowed them to employ thei¡ skills more idiosyncratically. On

the other hand, leaming of low ability students was depressed because of the

difficulty of mastering the computer, hence, fulfiling the leaming task with the

computer. However, Clark (1985) commented that greater learning shown by

students with high ability in these studies might be due to the fact that they were

challenged by the difficulty of the CAI leaming task, but not by rhe medium of

instruction, the computer.

Comnuter Exoerience and Student Achievement

Some literatu¡e indicated significant conelations between student achievement

and computer experience level (Lee, 1973). In a study to compffe rhe CAI wirh

the traditional laboratory instruction in geology, I.ee reported that students with

previous computer experience had the largest gain in leaming on achievement

meastues. Prior to taking CAI, students with previous computer experience

demonstrated more favorable âttitudes towa¡d CAI tha¡ those with no previous

computer experience. However, this difference disappeared after qeatment. ln the

area of apparel design, Kallal and Fraser (1984) commenred thar a potential

interaction problem might exist between computer technology and the creative
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human element. This problem lies in the designers' resistance to the use of the

computer in the design a¡ea. on the other hand, some students express diffrculty in

working with the computer due to no or little previous computer experience and

their inability to work independently. Together with the feeling of being expected

to perform 'better' than those taking raditional insruction, these students may

consequently be frusnated as they are unable to understand and perform the

techniques properly (Larsen, 1985; Lictenwalner & Heisey, 1982).

Summary

Evidence from the pasr research conducted by Jamison et al. (1974), Ctark

(1983), and others was found to support the conclusion that student achievement d.id

not favor any instructional methods. As for the relationship between student

experience in the subject matter and their achievement, the data available from the

past research did not seem to be consistent in inducing a general statement about

how these two variables should be related. Some authors (Brandi, 197g; Iudd,

Bunderson, Bessent, 1970) found significant difference between high and low

experienced students on achievement measures while others did not. Findings of

prior studies also did not se€m to support the conclusion that past academic

performance was related to srudent achievement (l_,eÞ, L973, Cla¡k, l9g5). Even

though some aurhors (Harfield, 1969; Lang, 1976) reported that CAI favored

students with high abiliry, clark (1985) argued rhar this result might be due partly

to confounding factors othe¡ than cAI as a medium of instruction. Little literature

was found to support significant correlation between student computer experience
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ard performance. one relevant finding about the la¡gest gain in leaming achieved

by srudents with previous compurer experience was reported by Lee (1973) in the

area of geology.

Based on these prior ¡esea¡ch frndings, the following hypotheses were

formulated for the study:

1. There is no significant relationship between mode of instruction and student

achievement.

2. There is no interaction effect on student achievement betwe€n mode of instruction

a¡d level of experience in pattem development and clothing construction.

3. There is no interaction effect on student achievement between mode of instruction

ald past academic performance in serected clothing a¡d rextiles courses.

4. There is no significant difference between high and low computer experience

level in the achievement of students using the computer Assisted Instruction.
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CHAIrTER Itr

Methodology

Research Desiu

The experimental design selected for this study was to examine the use of a

computerized tutorial in teaching specific pattem development concepts and

principles. After designing a computer tutorial program within the AutoCADR

system, an experiment was conducted to compare the effectiveness of this tutorial to

that of the regular laboratory instruction. This experimental design was selected

over other resea¡ch designs as it allows di¡ect observadon of the changes in the

dependent variable after the manipulation of the resea¡ch treatrnent (Walize¡ &

Weinir, 1978). The resea¡ch was manipulated so that one experimental group

¡eceived the cAI (computer assisted instrucrion) Eratnent and the other, the conEol

group, received the non-CAI (labomtory) trpafttent. As well, time o¡der was

direcdy manipulated to observe changes in the va¡iables over a period of time. The

sample would be tested for any changes in the response variable when both groups

we¡e measu¡ed on thei¡ achievement level.

Figure 1 depicts the experimental design used for this study. The sample was

randomly assigned into two groups: the experimental group and the control group,

The pretest was administered as the first measure of the response variable, student

achievement. This step was done in Time 1 in order to establish the student's level

of knowledge in the subject matter. After the pretest, the resea¡ch treatments were

given out to the two experimental groups. In Time 3, both groups had to complete

the posnest as a measure of thei¡ level of achievement after treatrnent. Here, the
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postest was composed of two parts, frst, the practical pattern development test,

which was already embedded in the instructiona_l unit (posttest I), second, the

written posttest (posttest Ir). The pretest and posttest II were paper-and-pencil tests

axd posttest I was constructed to measure transfer of knowledge. The scores

obtained on the pretest and the posttests were compared to determine any

relationships exisring between the explanatory and response variables. See the

section on Specific kocedures fo¡ details on how the study was conducted (p.39).

Time 1 -->
Experimental group Pretest Y

Control group Ptetest Y

Ttne 2

CAI Treatmet

Non-CAI (-ab.)

Treatrnent

Time 3

Posttest I Y

Posttest tr Y

Posnest I Y

Posttest [I Y

Fieure 1. Experimental design (Y = response variable)
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Research Samole and Samole Selection

The research population to which the study pertained consisæd of

undergraduate students with clothing and textiles majoç who planned to emphasize

the apparel design and production a¡ea. As the contents of the instructional units

covered basic pattem development concepts and principles, the Eeatments we¡e

designed for students who did not have any academic background in pattem

development at the university level This group was mainly composed of ?3 female

university sophomores anüor juniors for the 1989-1990 session.

A convenient sample of 35 students enrolled in Apparel Design: pattern

Development (64.219) was selected for this study. Apparel Design: pattem

Development is the fi¡st cou¡se in a sequence for clothing and textiles students who

planned to focus on the apparel design area. students en¡olled in this course would

not have academic backgrounds in pattern development at the university level.

They had been introduced to concepts and principles of apparel design in

'Inroduction to Apparel Design', a prerequisite course to 64.219, usua[y taken in

their firsr year. students en¡olled in 64.219 are usually in thei¡ second or third year

of the clothing & Textiles pro$am. As rhe resources for conducting this study

were limited, a convenient sample restricted participants to students with clothing &

Textiles majors, who planned to focus on apparel design and production. Thus, the

sample selected represented an appropriate resea¡ch population. It was assumed that

studeñts eruolled in the course would be more interested in participating in the

study, as the subject matter of the study treâtment would be covered late¡ in the

course,
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As the sampling frame was limited to the total student enrolment n 64.219, aJl

35 students were solicited to participate in order to maximize the sample size of the

study. A presentation was made by the researcher in the fi¡st lecture of 64.219 to

explain to students the pu¡pose of the study, the importance of subject pafiicipation,

and the study procedures. Twenty-nine students in the class volunteered to

participate. The administration of the written entry behavior test and the pretest

followed immediately after these 29 subjects gave written consent to their

participation in the experiment. Blocking was used to randomly assign subjects irto

the two groups. This process involved assigning students to matched pairs based on

student past academic performance in at least two of the thle€ selected clothing and

textiles courses, and then randomly assigning one member of each pair to the

experimental group, the othe¡ to the control group. Thus, there was an attempt to

assure initial equivalence of the experimental group and the conrol group.

The study final sample was composed of 26 female students en_rolled in the

cou¡se of Apparel Design: Pattem Development. The sample size was reduced f¡om

29 to 26 due to the occurrence of two dropouts from the sample and the presence

of an outlier, who completed only one of the three selected clothing and textiles

courses. The reason for one student in the CAI group to drop out was

incompetence to complete the computer tutorial, while the other student dropped out

before treatment with unknown reason.

The 26 subjects measured in the study were equaìly divided into the

experimental and the conEol group. As the experiment was not conducted in a

regular class schedule, arrangements had to be made to conduct the experiment

outside student class schedules. subjects in the experimental group a¡d the control
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group were further divided into groups of two to fou¡ based on the times that they

rvere available for the experiment. A majoriry of the participants, Si7o(2l), selected

the Clothing & Textiles major, and l9%o (5) selected the Comprehensive program of

the Faculty of Human Ecology. Among the Clothing & Textiles srudents, 67Vo (14)

were sophomores, and 28Vo (6) were juniors, and the remaining SVo (7) were

seniors. Eighty percent (4) of the comprehensive students were juniors and the

remaining 20Vo (l) we¡e senio¡s. See Figure 2. All the fîve comprehensive

students happened to participate in the laboratory session by chance.

C&TSophomores(14)
C&TJuniors(ó)
Comprehensive Juniors (4)

Comprehensive Senior (1)

C&TSenior(1)

¡
E
Ø
ø
I

Figure 2. Subjects' major and year of program distribution.
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Instrumentation

Treatment

A computer tutorial program was designed within the AutoCADR system for the

purposes of the study. The i¡structional mate¡ials covered in this program focused

on the concepts and principles of pattern development of 'flat collars' (Appendix

A). The subject matter was chosen because the amount of information covered was

complete and suff,rcient to be implemented into a computer tutorial program of

approximately an hou¡ in length. The du¡ation of the program was also dependent

on individual learner's pace of learning. As stated earlier, no previous knowledge

of pattem development was required in order to complete the program. It was this

cha¡acteristic of the program that made it possible to be completed by beginners,

who were assumed to have no background in the a¡ea of pattem development at the

university level. Instructional analysis was undenaken carefully when developing

the instructional materials and different tests. This will be discussed later i¡ this

section. A detailed description of the instructional design of the program is given

in Appendix B. The computer tuto¡ial consisted of 27 f¡ames. The contents of the

program included the following sections:

1. collar types,

2. collar styles,

3. how to develop flat collar patterns,

4. develop yorrr own flat collar pattern.
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Even though little feedback was given, thre€ sho¡t tests were embedded in the

computer program to help students practise knowledge gained at intervals. These

shon tests differed from the pretest and the posttests as they were not used as

achievement meastues in comparing the effectiveness of the two teaching methods.

Each participant in the computer session received the computer rutorial program and

a manual, which covered instructions on how to operate the terminal and the

progam (Appendix C).

The subject content of the laboratory session was identical to that of the

computer progam. Transparencies were used as visual aids o supplement the

laboratory instructions. Each participant in the laboratory session received verbal

instructions on the subjecr matter, supplemented by visual aids; a demonstration of

flat colla¡ pattern development; and a paper-and-pencil test thar was composed of

the three tests embedded in the computer tutorial (Appendix I). This rest was

administered between the completion of instruction a¡d the fi¡s posnest to help

participants practise or review the knowledge gained. Both Eeatments, the computer

and the laboratory instructional units, were completed by each subject in a single

session, which lasted f¡om 30 minutes to over one hou¡. Each subject was required

to receive the treatrnent ar a time when she was available. Except for the delivery

of instructions in the laboratory group, no time limit was given to complete each

instructional unit so that the subjects could adjust thei¡ own rate of leaming.

Moderator Variables

Student experience in pattern development and clothing construction and
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computer experience of participants in the experimental group were determined

through the use of an entry behavior test constructed by the researcher (Appendix

D). This test, reviewed by t,¡/o experts in the clothing and textiles area, consisted

of two parts, one measuring student experience in sewing, designing or developing

patterns, and the other measuring student experience in the use of computers,

Subjects were classified as high or low experienced in these two perspectives based

on their responses to this lest. The measu¡ements of these two variables we¡e

described in the section of "Operational Definitions". Student past academic

performarce was measured by studens' grade point average il selected clothing and

textiles courses. This grade point average served as a measüe of student

competence attained in the area of cloùing a¡d textiles. Accordilg to the letter

grade system indicated on the University of Manitoba ranscript, subjects scoring

between B and A+ were classified as those with high academic performance.

Subjects scoring between C+ and F we¡e classified as rhose with low academic

performance,

Testing Instrument

Student achievement attained before a¡d after completing the instructional

programs on flat collar pattern development was measured by means of two paper-

and-pencil tests. These two short-answer tests were developed by the researcher;

and the formats of the tests varied slightly to control any correlation between them.

The pretest was one page long. It was administered before ûeatment to measure

students' prior knowledge of the subject matter (Appendix E). The posttest
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(refened as posttesr tr in this study) was one and a half pages long. It exceeded

the pretest by two more questions, again, to control any correlation between this test

and the pretest (Appendix F). Both tosrs werc designed ro meastlre student level of

learning of the concepts and principles of pattem development of flat collar. The

score range for the pretest was 0 to 10, and 0 to 15 fo¡ the posttest IL Sco¡es on

tho posttest II were transfer¡ed to the base of l0 for data analyses. The difference

of scores obtained by students on these two tests indicated gain in srudent leaming

after treatment,

To ascertain that student content proficiency was caused by the experimental

va¡iables being tested, the subjecs were asked in both the pretest and the posttest II

whethe¡ they had read any specific information on the subject matter before and

during the adminisuation of the experiment. p¡ior to the experiment, one student,

who was raldomly assigned to the laboratory session, had read specific information

on the subject matter during the past year. whereas two students, who participated

in the computer sessions, ¡ead about the subject matter from other sources when the

experiment was in process. However, it was found that the perfonnance of these

three srudents did not deviate from the mean scores obtained by the study sampre

on the achievement measuÞs.

Along with the written posttest tr, subjects were given a chance to express

thei¡ atitude toward the instructional media by completing an evaluation form

(Appendix G). This evaluation fo¡m was adapted from the testing instrument used

in skinne¡'s (1988) study of attitudes of college students toward computer assisted

instruction. It should be noted that student attitude toward the media of leaming

that they experienced was not one of the objectives of this study. Even though
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their response to mode of leaming would not have direct bearing on the study itself,

the information obtained might be valuable for futu¡e implications of using either of

the teaching techniques for apparel design.

Another test, posttest I, was administered to both the experimental and the

control groups immediately afte¡ the subjects received the rreatment. Subjects in

both groups we¡e asked to perform an intellectual problem-solving skill in the media

of leaming to which they were assigned. The task involved developing a pattern

for a flat collar style selected by each participant (see Appendix A). Supplies such

as rulers, brown paper and french curves were provided to subjects in the laboratory

sessions; whereas subjects in the experimental group followed instructions given in

the manual in completing the tesL Posttest I was a practical test used to measure

the applied aspect of student achievement with respect to the subject matte¡. A

total of 5 ma¡ks was alloted to the practical test I. Again, scores obtai¡ed on this

test were converted to the base of 10 for data analyses. No time limit was given to

complete any of these measures,

Snecific Procedures

Students enrolled in the cou¡se Apparel Design: Pattern Development were

solicited to participate in the srudy on September 6, 1989, the fust lecu¡e of the

course. During this first meeting with the students, the resea¡cher distributed a

cover letter to each potential participant explaining the purposes and procedures of

the study, and the importance of subje$s' participation (Appendix H). Subjects

were also guaranteed complete anonymity and that test scores obtained in the
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experiment would no! affect any grades of the courses they were en¡olled in. As

well, subjects who were going to participate in the laboratory group would be given

the chance to take the computer tutorial after the experiment wæ completed. A

surnmary of the research findings would be provided to each panicipant as

requested.

Srudents who chose to participate in the study signed a consent foün

(Appendix H), which was followed immediately by the administration of the entry

behavior test and the pretest. Subjects completed these two tests in about 10 to 15

minutes. Participants then submitted copies of thei¡ time tables which identifred the

times that they would be available for the experimenl Student responses to the

entry behavior test were used to place students at either high or low level of past

experience in clothing construction and pattern development, and experience in the

use of computers. With reference to their past academic performance in at least

two of the three ælected clothing and textiles courses, subjeca were randomly

assigned into the experimental (CAI) a¡d the conuol (laboratory) groups through

blocking.

Subject assignment was completed during the ffust week of the experiment.

Students were reminded in class on September 11 and followed up by phone calls

about the groups and times to which they were assigned. The timetable for the

experiment was posted in the departrnent. Since the study was not conducted in

class, arrangements had to be made with subjects to receive üEatments in groups.

The 26 subjects were randomly assigned into the experimental and úre conuol

groups, each of which were further divided into five small groups. Each sub-group

had two to four subjects. The subjects were divided into these sub-groups at the
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times that thoy were available for participating in the experiment. Those who we¡e

chosen to participate in the computer sessions were distributed the manuals

supplementary to the tutorial in advance; and they were rcquested to read the

manuals thoroughly before coming to the sessions.

ln the second and thi¡d weeks, the experimental group received the computer

tutorial and the conEol group received the laboratory instrucúons. The computer

groups completed the treatment in al average of 30 minutes at the computer

terminal in the Department of Clothing & Textiles. Whereas the laboratory groups

received their treatment in eithe¡ one of the laboratories available in the departrnent.

The laboratory instructions were completed by the researcher in an average of 1g

minutes. The principal investigator of the study was the only person present during

the delivery of the E€atments. Each subject was required to complete the

instructional unit at the time of her participation. The resea¡cher demonstrated the

mouse to the subjects in the computer sessions in approximately g minutes prior to

completing the ütorial. An effort was made for subjects in the experimental and

the control g¡oups to panicipate at similar times of the day.

The practical pattern development tesr, postrest I, was administered immediately

after subjects in each group completed the instructional programs. subjects in the

computer sessions required an average of 25 minutes to complete posttest I. while

students in the laboratory sessions completed the sams test in an average of 14.5

minutes.

The administ¡ation of the written posttest, posttest II, was in process during the

fou¡th week of the experiment. subjects were required to complete the w¡itten

posttest plus an instructional evaluation form exactly one week after the completion
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of the expedmental treatments. Subjects in the computer sessions completed this

test in an average of 11.6 minutes, while those in the laboratory sessions required

an average of i0.7 minutes. The names of the subjects remained anonymous

tluoughout the study, as coded numbers were used on all the tests completed by the

subjects. The whole process of the experiment, sta¡ting from subject recruitment to

the last administration of posttest II a¡d the instructional evaluation form, was

completed in four weeks.

Pilot Studv

A preliminary study was conducted in summer, 1989 to determine the

feasibility of proposed resea¡ch procedures and the appropriateness of measurement

instruments and the compute¡ tutorial. Due to the limited enrolment in the summer

session, only six students panicipated in this prelimina¡y study. Th¡ee of the

subjects were second and fourth year Clothing & Textiles majors, and the othe¡

three were graduate students. The adminisration of the entry behavio¡ test and the

pretest preceded the completion of the tutorial. It took the subjects an average of

8 minutes to complete these two tests. Students then followed the instructions given

in the manual to complete both the tutorial and the practical posttest embedded

within the tutorial in an average of 52 minutes. Students were then allowed to take

home the wdtten posttest tr a¡d the instructional evaluation form and ¡eturn these to

the researcher the following day. Students werc requested to time themselves when

completing the test and the evaluation form, which took them an average of 7.5

minutes. With 10 as the maximum sco¡e, the means of pre-test, posttest I, and
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posttest II scores were 3.3,9.6,8.1 respectively. Suggestions were given to

improve the measu¡ement instruments, the computer tuûorial, and the manual.

Data Analvsis

All analysis was conducted using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS).

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the cha¡acteristics of the data. The

explanatory variables were instructional mode, student expedence in pattem

development and clothing construction, student past academic performance, and

student computer experience; and the response variable was student performance,

The frequency distribution of the response va¡iable was examined, along with the

approp¡iate indices of its central tendency and its variability. For example, mean,

median, and standa¡d deviation were examined for the response variable. To

examine the assumption of normality within each group formed by the explanatory

variables, the frequency distribution of each response va¡iable was checked to see if
it was approximately normal in shape. Exploratory data analyses such as stem-a¡d_

leaf plots, normal probability plots, and box plots were examined for testing for

normality. In addition to these plos, the test statistic was examined fo¡ the

residuals of the explanatory variables with respect to the pretest and postest scores.

The primary purpose of this study was to determine differences in student

achievement between the use of cAI and laboratory instruction in teaching speci_ñc

pattern development concepts and principles. T-tests were performed to compare the

means of student test scores (response variable) to determine any real diffe¡ence
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between the means for the CAI and laboratory groups. Two-sample t-tests were

used to determine if there was significant difference between the posttest results fo¡

both experimental groups. Paired-comparisons t-tests were performed to test

whether there was a significant difference (1) between the means of pretest and

posttest (i.e. gain in leaming) for each group of srudenq and (2) between rhe means

of the two posttests for each group of students. Two-sample t-tests and paired-

comparisons t-tests were also performed to test hypothesis four, whether there was a

significant diffe¡ence in test scores between students with higb and low compute¡

experience in the CAI group.

Hypotheses two stated that there was no interaction effect on student

achievement between mode of instruction and student experience in pattern

development and clothing construction. Hypothesis three staæd that there was no

interaction effect on student achievement betwe€n mode of i¡struction and student

past academic performance. A 2x2 analysis of covariance (ANACOVA) with a

single covariate (pretest) was performed for both hypothesis ¡po and three.

Analysis of covariance has the adva¡tage of increasing the treaunenr effect estimate

as using the pretest as a cova¡iate provides an adjustment for i¡itial difference

between the groups (Campbell & Cook, 1979). That is, if the CAI and laboratory

groups tumed out not equivalent on pretest results, analysis of covariance would be

desi¡able to adjust for this non-equivalence. The analysis of covaria¡ce performed

for hypothesis two had mode of instruction and student experience in pattem

development and clothing construction as the explanatory variables, prctest as

covariate, and posttest scores as the response variable. Similuly, for hypothesis

tkee, student past academic performance was analyzed using ¡g¿ggVA for its
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interaction effect with mode of instruction. Each of the above explanatory variables

was nominal with only two levels, and the posttest scores, the response variable,

were ratio.

As the pretest scores were treated as a covariate in analyses of covariance, the

effect of 'pretost' as a single independent va¡iable on the response variable, posttest

scores, was examined. Regression analysis was conducted to determine the effect of

pretest when it was examined alone. However, it should be noted that since both

the experimental and the control groups received the pretest, its influence on student

achievement on the posttest would be equal for both groups.
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CHAPTER TV

Results and Discussion

Results

Descriptive Statistics

The mean and standard deviation of the pretest and posnest scores were

calculated fo¡ the entire sample, for the experimental and the conrol groups, and for

other aggregates in the study. A total of l0 marks was alloted to each of the pre-

ald posttests administered in the experiment For the enthe sample, the mean

Table 1

Means, Medians and Standa¡d Deviations of pre- and posttest Scores for the

Enti¡e Sample

Test Mean Median Sundard deviation

P¡etest 0.70 0.00 1.10

Posttest I 8.40 8.00 1.00

Posttest II 5.60 5.4A 1.80

Note. Maximum score = 10.

n=26.
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pretest scorc was 0.70 with a sta¡dard deviation of 1.10. The mean posttest I

(practicaì test) score was 8.4 with a standard deviation of 1.00; and the mean and

standa¡d deviation of posttest II (written test) scores were 5.6 and 1.80, respecively.

[See Table 1 for means and standa¡d deviations of the pre- and posttest scores.]

At pretesting, the mean test score for the labo¡atory (conrol) group was 1.15,

with a standa¡d deviation of 1.30. The CAI (experimental) group had a mean

pretest score of 0.23, and a standa¡d deviation of 0.48. Both the experimental and

the control groups performed equally well on the posttest measrues. The mean

posttest I sco¡e fo¡ the laboratory group was 8.35 with a standa¡d deviation of 1.11;

and 8.38 for the CAI group with a standa¡d deviation of 1.00. For posttest II, rhe

Table 2

Means. Medians and Standard Deviations of Pre- and Posttest Scores for CAI and

Laboratorv Groups

Test Group * Mean Median Sta¡rdard deviation

Pretest
Lab. 1.15 1.00cAr 0.23 0.00

1.30
0.48

Posttest I
Lab. 8.35 8.00
cAr 8.38 8.50

1.1 I
1.00

Posttest II
Lab. 5.56 5.67
cAI 5.56 5.33

2.t9
r.79

Note. Maximum sco¡e = 10.

* n = 13 for each group.
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mean score for the laboratory goup was 5.56 with a standard deviation of 2.19; a¡d

the CAI group obtained the same mean score, 5.56, with a sta¡dard deviation of

1.79 on posttest tr (see Table 2).

In hypotheses two, instructional mode was examined for its interaction effe¿t

with student experience in pattern development and clothing construction.

Descriptive statistics we¡e used to summa¡ize the means and sø¡dard deviations of

aggregates of students with respect to student experience (see Table 3). At

pretesting, students with low experience in pattem development and clothing

consEuction (n=20) had a mean of 0.55 and a sta¡da¡d deviation of 0.99; those with

high experience (n=6) had a mean of 1.17 and a standard deviation of 1.29. For

posttest I, the mean score for students with low experience was 8.30, with a

standard deviation of 1.06; whereas the mean score for those with high experience

was 8.58, with a standard deviation of 1.02. For posttest II, the mean and standard

deviation fo¡ those with low experience were 5.43 and 1.90, respecrively; and 6.00

and 1.70, respectively for those with high experience.

In hypothesis three, instructional mode was examined for its interaction effect

with student past academic performance. Students with low past academic

performance in selected clothing and textiles courses (n=15) had a pretest mean

sco¡e of 0.60, and a sturda¡d deviation of i.04. Students with high past academic

performance (n=11) had a prerest mean score of 0.82 and a standard deviation of

1.15. Fo¡ posttest I scores' the mean for those with low academic performance was

8.20 with a standard deviation of 1.24, and 8.60 for those with high academic

¡rerformance with a standard deviation of 0.66. For posttest II scores, 5.16 and 1.72

were the mean and standa¡d deviation for those with low academic performance
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Table 3

Mea¡s. Medians and Standard Deviations of Pre- and posttest Scores for Groups

with l,ow and Hish Experience in Pattem Development and Clothing Construction

Test Group n Mean Median Standa¡d deviation

Pretest

Low exp. 20 0.55 0.00 0.99
High exp. 6 l.l7 0.75 1.29

Posttest I

Low exp. 20 8.30 8.00 1.0ó
High exp. 6 8.58 8.75 t.02

Posttest II

Low exp. 20 5.43 5.50 1.90
High exp. 6 6.00 5.67 1170

Note. Maximum score = 10.

. 
respectively; and 6.12 and 1.92 fo¡ those with high academic performance

, ¡espectively. The means a¡d standa¡d deviations a¡e recorded in Table 4.
..

In hypothesis four, students in the cAI group were aggregated into 2levels of

computer experience to determine whether there was a significant difference in
I student achievement betwe€n these two groups. As indicated in Tabte 5, students

, with low computer experience (n=11) had a mean of 0.69 at pretesting, and a

i standa¡d deviation of 1.09. while students with high computer experience (n=2)

' ¡ad a pretest mean scorc of 0.70 a¡d a sta¡dard deviarion of 1.r0. The mean

posttest I score fo¡ those with low computer experience was 8.26, with a standard

deviation of 1.07; and 8.80 for those with high computer experience, with a
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Table 4

Means. Medians and Standard Deviations of Pre- and Posttest Scores for Croups

with l,ow and Hieh Past Academic Perfonnance in Selected Clothine and Textiles

Courses

Test Group n Mea¡ Median Standard deviation

Pretest

l,ow GPA 15 0.60 0.00 1.04
High GPA 11 0.82 0.00 1.15

Posttest I

Low CPA 15 8.20 8.00 l.Z4
tligh GPA li 8.60 8.50 0.66

Posttest II

I.ow GPA 15 5.16 5.00 1.72
High GPA 11 6.12 6.33 r,92

Note. Maximum score = 10.

standard deviation of 0.84. Fo¡ posttest II scores, students with low computer

experience had a mean of 5.29 and a standard deviation of 1.78; while srudents with

high computer experience had a mean of 6.73 and a standa¡d deviation of 1.73.
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lt{eans. Medians. and staodard Deuiations of pre- and posttest scores for G.oups

with l¡w and Hieh Computer Experience

Test Group Mean Median Standard deviation

Pretest

Low exp.
High exp.

0.69
0.70

1.09
1.10

0.00
0.00

Posttest I

Low exp.
High exp.

11 8.26
2 8.80

8.00
9.00

1.07
0.84

Posnest II

Low exp.
High exp.

5.33
6.83

11
)

5.29
6.73

1.78
1.73

Note. Maximum sco¡e =. 10.

Before testing the hypotheses, exploratory data analyses were used to test for

normality of the response variable within each group formed by the explanatory

'a¡iables' The normality of the response variable would suggest that a random

sample was drawn with a normal distribution for rhe study. lnformation obtained

from the stem-and-leaf plots, normal probability prots and box plots suggested that

the response va¡iable within each group formed by the explanatory va¡iables was

normally dist¡ibuted. A statistical test for normality was performed to calculate a

æst statistic ('w' in Table 6) to compare the shape of the sample distriburion for

the residuals of the explanatory variables with respect to the pre- and posttest scores
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with the shape of a normal distribution. Table 6 showed the W (0<W<1) values for

testing normaliry. Values of W that are too small indicate that the data were not a

sample from a normal distribution. The W values for the ¡esiduals of instructional.

mode, instructional mode x experience in pattern development and clothi-ng

construction, instructional mode x student past acadenric performance, and computer

experience we¡e found to be close to 1 (e.g. 0.98). These values suggests that the

data came from a sample with normal distribution.

Table 6

W-Values of Normalitv Tests for Residuals of Explanatory Variables with Resoect

to P¡e- and Posttest Scores

W Value

Pretest þ<w) Posttest I (p<w) Posttest II (pcw)

Instructional 0.88 (<0,01) 0.92 (0.06) 0.98 (0.84)
mode

Instructional mode 0.91 ( 0.04) 0.93 (0.08) 0.97 (0.71)
x exp. in pattem
development

Instructional mode 0.93 ( 0.09) 0.93 (0.11) 0.96 (0.47)
x past academic
performance

Computer experience 0.71 (<0.01) 0.94 (0.23) 0.97 (0.67)

Test of Hvnothsis

The primary purpose of this study was to determine whether the¡e is no
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significant difference in student achievement between the use of CAI with

AutoCADR and laboratory instruction in teaching specifîc pattern development

concepts and principles. The significant level of 0.05 was chosen for data analysis

of the study. Before testing the hypotheses, regression analysis was conducted to

examine the effect of pretesting on the achievement measutes. That is, pretesting

might alter the postrest scores by providing the opportunity for practice. The F

values of 0.37 (p=0.55) and 0.13 (p4.72) assessed at the 0.05 signif,rcance level

revealed no statistically significant relationship between pretesting and posttest I, and

pretesting and posttest II respectively. Yet, it should be noted that even though a

difference was found, the effect of pretesting would be the same on rhe CAI and

the laboratory groups as both groups ¡eceived the pretest.

Hvnothesis l. The first hypothesis of the study is to determine whether there

was no significant relationship between mode of instruction and student

achievement. The mea¡s of the test scores were compared at the significance level

of 0.05 for testing this hypothesis. That is, were the means of the test scores

obtained by the CAI group equal ro those of the laboratory group. The T values

represented in Table 7 showed no statistically significant diffe¡ence in the means of

the posttest scoros between the cAI and the laboratory goups. For posttest I, the T

values was 0.09 (p=6.93¡ with a degree of freedom of 24. For posrtest II, 0.00 was

the T value (p=1.00) with a degree of freedom of 24. At pretesting, howeve¡, the

T value of -2.40 at the 0.05 significarce level (DF=15.3, p=0.03) showed significant

difference between the two groups. The initial diffe¡ence between the groups also

justified the use of the pretest as a covariate in analyses of covariance for testing
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the other hypotheses in the study. After the implementation of the treatments, no

significant difference was found between the two groups in the posttest scores. ln

order to examine student gain in leaming after the treatment, a difference score

(represented by 'gain' in Table 7) was calculated by subtacting each subject's

pretest score from the posttest tr sco¡e. The mean gain score for the CAI group

was +5.33 whe¡eas the mean gain score for the laboratory group was +4.41. The T

value of 1.15 (DF=18.5, p4.26) in Table 7 demonstrated no significant difference

found between the mean gain scores of the CAI and the laboratory groups.

Table 7

T-Test Results for Difference in Mean P¡e- and posttest scores between cAI and

Laboratory Grouos

Test Scores P¡ob> lr I

P¡etest
Posttest I
Posttest II
Gain
@osnest tr-
hetest)

-2.40
0.09

-0.00
1.15

15.3
24
24
18.5

0.03 *
0.93
1.00
0.26

* significant at SVo level of significance

Despite the fact that the mean gain score obt¿ined by the CAI group was not

significantly different from that obtained by the laboratory g'oup, the positive gain

scores indicated an inc¡ease from pretest to posttest for each group. The student

gain in leaming was further examined by calculati-ng the T values fo¡ the difference
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between the pretest scores and posttest II scores. In Table 8, the T value calculated

at the significance level of 0.05 for the entire sample (n=26) was 12.09 (p=0.0001),

13.94 (p=0.0001, n=13) for the CAI group, and 6.27 (p=0.0001, n=13) for the

laboratory $oup. All these T values represented signifîcant difference found

between the pretest and the posttest II scores, hence, gain in leaming for the entire

$oup, and each of the CAI a¡d the laboratory group. As well, to examine how the

student performance on the written posttest tr might differ f¡om that on the practical

posttest I administered immediately after Eeahnent, thei-r posftest I and posnest II

scores were compared using the T test. In Table 9, the T values sf -1.09 (n=26,

p=0.0001), -6.82 (n=13, p=0.001), and -4.02 (n=13, p=0.0017) represented significant

difference assessed at the 0.05 significance level fo¡ the enti¡e sample, the CAI and

the laboratory groups, respectively. That is, student performalce on tho two posttost

measures differed significantly. Figure 3 represented in bar graph form all the mea¡r

test scores obtained by the two groups (see Appendix I for all pre- and posttest

scores for the enti¡e sample).

Table 8

Paired-compa¡isons T-Test Results fo¡ Mean Diffe¡ence Between pretest scores and

Posttest II Scores for the Entire Sample. CAI Group. and Laboratory Group

Group P¡ob> T *

Entire sample
CAI
Laboratory

12.09
t3.94
6.27

26
t3
13

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

* signif,rcant at 5Vo level of significance
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Table 9

Pai¡ed-compatisons T-Test Results for Mean Difference Bet*een posnest I sco.es

and Posttest II Scores for the Enti¡e Samole. CAI Grouo. and Laboratorv

Prob> T *

Entire sample 26
CAI 13
Laboratory 13

-7.09
-6.82
-4.02

0.0001
0.001
0.0017

* significant at 5Vo level of signifîcance

Pretest Posttest I Pos(test lI
Laboratory

(n = 13)

Pretest Posttesf I Posttest II

CAI
(n = 13)

q)

9
v)

q,)

F

Finue 3. Mean pre- and posttest scores of the laboratory and the CAI groups.

(maximum score = 10)
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Hvpothesis 2. Hypothesis two stated that there is no interaction effect on

student achievement between mode of instruction and level of experience in pattern

development and clothing construction. Two-\¡/ay analysis of covariance

(ANACOVA) were performed with instructional mode and student experience as the

explanatory rcsponses, the posnest scores as the response variable, and the pretest

scores as the cova¡iate. The results of the ANACOVA did not show significant

diffe¡ence for posttest I scores. Instructional mode (F=0.15, p=0.71), experience

(F=0,21, p=0.66), their interaction (F=0.08, p=0.78), rhe covariate (F=0.34, p=0.52)

and the crossed effect of pretesting, instructional mode and experience (F=0.06,

p=0.81) yielded insignificant F values at the significance level of 0.05 (Table

10). The same analysis was performed on posttest II scores. None of the

Table 10

Two-Wav Analvsis of Covaria¡ce of Interaction Effect of Instructional Mode and

Exoerience on Student Posttest I Scores. with P¡etest as Cova¡iate

Source
Type I

Sum of Squares F P¡ob > F

Pretest
Instructional mode
Exp. in pattem dev. &
clothing construction

Instrucrional mode x
Experience

Pretest x Instructional
mode

P¡etest x Experience
P¡etest x lnstructional
mode x Experience

0.41
0.18
0.25

0.10

2.74

r.08
0.07

0.34
0.15
0.21

0.08

2.24

0.88
0.06

0.57
0.71,
0.66

0.78

0.15

0.36
0.81
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explanatory variables and the covariate was found statistically significant at the 0.05

significance level. Table 11 represents the F values for insructional mode (F=0.03,

p=0.87), experience (F=0.31, p=0.58), thei¡ inreracrion (F=0.12, p=0.73), the

cova¡iate (F=0.11, p=0.7 4), and the c¡ossed effect of pretesting, instructional mode

and experience (F=0.23, 0=0.63). Thus, there is insufficient evidence to rejecr

hypothesis two. The results of ANACOVA indicated that there wæ no significant

difference between the achievement of students with low experience in pattem

development and clothing construction and the achievement of those with high

experience. Nor was there significart interaction effect found on student

achievement between mode of instrucdon and experience in pattem development and

Table 1 1

Two-Way Analvsis of Covariance of Interaction Effect of Instructional Mode

and Experience on Student Posttest II Scores. with pretest as Covariate

S ou¡ce
T¡pe I

Sum of Squares F hob>F
Pretest
Instructional mode
Exp. in patæm dev.
& clothing construction

Instructional mode x
Experience

Pretest x Instructional
mode

Pretest x Experience
Pretest x Instructional
mode x Experience

0.11 0.74
0.03 0.87
0.31 0.58

0.12 0.73

0.90 0.35

1.39 0.25
o.23 0.63

1

I
1

1

1

1

I

0.45
0.11
1.25

0.49

3.60

5.54
0.93

n=26.

¡'þ",'
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clothing construction. That is, when the subjects were separated accord^ing to their

level of experience, the two teaching methods were about the same in terms of

student achievement. FigurÊ 4 represents in bar graph form the mean test scores of

srudents separated by their experience level in each of the experimental and conüol

gtoups. This figure depicts little difference among the ag$egates when the

interaction between instructional method and student experience was taken into

account.

I Prete<

ø Psnestl

El Posttest lt

Lrhorrtort CAI
(ß=l) (¡.t

I¡w Exper¡ence High Experience

Figu¡e 4. Mean pre- and posttest scores of students sgpa¡ated according to level of

experience in panern development and clothing construction in cAr a¡d laboratory

goups.

f.¡bonlort CÁI
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Hvoothesis 3. To test the hypothesis that there is no i¡teraction effect on

student achievement between mode of instruction and past academic performance in

selected clothing and textiles courses, two-way analysis of covariance was performed

with the pretest as a covariate. The difference between posttest I scores for

students with high or low academic performance was statistically insigni_hcant

(F=0.71, p=0.41). The other explanatory variable, instructional mode (F=0.14,

p=0.71), the cova¡iate, pretest (T=Q.ll, p=0.57), and the interacrion of i¡structional

mode and academic performance (F=0.14, p=0.71) were all found statistically

insignificant with regards to their effect on posttest I scores. Despite the adjustment

of initial group difference with the use of the pretest as a covariate, no significant

Table i2

Two-Wav Analysis of Cova¡iance of Interaction Effect of Insructional Mode

and Past Academic Perfonnance on Student posttest I Scores. with pretest as

Covariate

Sou¡ce
Type I

Sum of Squares F Prob>F

Pretest
lnstructional mode
Academic Performance
Instructional mode x
Academic perfonnance

Pretest x Insructional
mode

P¡etest x Academic perf.
Pretest x Inst¡uctional
mode x Academic perf.

0.41
0.18
0.88
0.17

2.15

0.47
0.00

0.33
0.14
0.71
0.14

1.72

0,38
0.00

0.57
o.7L
0.41
o.7l

0.21

0.55
0.97

n=26.
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difference was found for the crossed effect of the two explanarory variables and the

covariate (F=0.00, p=0.97) (see Table 12).

Similar results wers found for posttest II scores (Table 13). Little difference in

posttest II scores was found between students with high and low past academic

performance (F=1.42, p=0.25). The covariate (F=0.11, p{.74), i-nstructional mode

(F=0.03, p=0.87), the interaction between mode of instruction a¡d academic

performalce (F=0.17, p=0.69), the c¡ossed effect of pretest, instructional mode and

academic performance (F=0.01, p=0.92) all proved insignificant at the significance

level of 0.05. All the F-values assessed for posttest I and II scores revealed that

the interaction of mode of instruction and past academic perfomrance did not

Table 13

Two-Way Analysis of Covariance of lnteraction Effect of Instructional Mode

and Past Academic Perfo¡mance on Student Posttest II Scores. with Pretest as

Covariate

Source
Type I

DF Sum of Squares F Prob > F

Pretest 1 0.45 0.11 0.74
Insructional mode I 0.1 I 0.03 0.87
Academic performance I 5.71 1.42 0.25
Instructional mode x I 0.67 0.17 0.69
Academic performance

Pretest x Instructional I 4.89 1.22 O.2g
mode

P¡etest x Academic perf. I 0.03 0.01 0.93
P¡etest x Instruction 1 0.04 0.01 0.gz
mode x academic perf.

n =26.
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display significant effect on student achievement, thus, there is insufficient evidence

to reject this hypothesis at the significance level of 0.05. Figure 5 represents in bar

graph form the mean pre- and posttost scorcs for students aggregated according to

their level of academic performance in each of the experimental and conÍol groups.

This figure depicts very slight difference in scores berween srudents with high

academic performance and those with comparatively low academic performance.

P relest

Posttest I

Posttest ll

I
ø
w

I¡boratorY CAI
(¡=Ð (a=¡)

LoìY Ac¡demic Perform¡nce High Academic Performance

Laboratory
(!.O

CAI
(!=5l)

Figu¡e 5. Mean pre- and posttest scores of students separated according to past

academic performance in selecæd clothing and textiles cou¡ses in CAI and

laboratory groups.
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Hvoothesis 4. To test whether rhere is no significant difference between high

and low computer experience level in the achievement of students using the

computer Assisted Instruction, T test was performed for students participating in the

CAI group. The means of the preæst, posnest I, posttest II, and gain (posttest II -

pretest) scores were compared for any differences between students with high

computer experience and students with low computer experience. va¡iances fo¡ the

two goups with high and low computer experience were equal for the pretest

(p>F'=0.85), posttest I (p>F'=0.68), posuest II (p>F'=1.00) and gain scores

(p>F'=0.91). At pretesting, the T value of -0.02 @F=24, p=0.99) assessed at the

0.05 significance level revealed no significant difference betwe¿n students with low

computer experience and those with high computer experience. Nor was there any

difference imposed by computer experience between the mean scores for posttest I

(T---1.05, DF=24, p=0.31) and posttest tr G=-1.64, DF=24, p=O.11). As we¡,

student gain in learning (posttest fI - pretest) was calculated to test if students with

high computer experience might have performed better than those with low

computet experience. The T value of -7.44 (DF=24, p=0.16) suggested no

significant difference in student gain in tearning. The above T test results were

¡ecorded in Table 14. As stated in the hypothesis, results of the T tesr suggested

that there was no significant difference between high and low computer experience

level in the achievement of students using CAI.

Paired-comparisons T tests were performed to compaæ each subject's pretest

score with her posttest II sco¡e for gain in learning. For the group with low

computer experience (n=11), the T value of 12.29 (p=0.0001) assessed at the 0.05

significance level revealed significant d.iffe¡ence in student gain in learning (Table



Table 14

T-Test Results fo¡ the Difference in Mean Pre- and Posttest Scores between

Students with l¡w [n=111 and Hish [n=21 Comouter Exoerience

Source DF Prob > T

ketest
Posttest I
Posttest II
Gain @osttest tr
- Pretest)

24
24
24
24

-0.02
-1.05
-t.64
-7.44

0.99
0.31
0.11
0.r6

15). For the group with high computer experience (n=2), however, insignificant

difference (T=6.00, p=0.11) was obtained even though the mean gain score (posnest

II - pretest) for this group (6.03) was higher than that of those with low computer

experience (4.60). The insigni_ficant difference in gain in leaming for those with

high computer experience was attributable to the small size of this group (n=2), as

the paired-comparisons T test became less sensitive to decla¡e any significant

difference between student scores. Similar paired r test results we¡e found for the

difference be¡yeen student posttest I and posttest II scores. In Table 16, the T

value of -6.44 (p=0.0001) revealed significant difference between the two posttest

scores for students with low computer experience. while performance of students

with high compurer experience on posrtest I did not differ significantly from that on

posttest II (f=-1.67, p=0.34), even though their mean of difference between the two

posttests þosttest I - posttest tr) (2.07) was close to that of those with low

computer experience (2.97). Figure 6 represents in bar graph form all the mean

test scorcs obtained by the srudents with high and low computer experience.



Table i5

Paired-Comparisons T-Test Results fo¡ Mean Difference Between Pretest and

Posttest II Scores for CAI Group a¡d G¡ouos with Low and Hish Computer

Experience

Group Prob > T

CAI
Low computer experience
High computer experience

13.94
12.29
6.00

13
11
)

0.0001 *
0.0001 *
0.11

* significant at 57o level of significance

Table 16

Paired-Comparisons T-Test Results for Mean Difference Between posttest I and

Posttest [I Scores for CAI Group and Groups with l,ow and Hish Computer

Experience

Prob > T

CAI
Low computer experience
High computer experience

t3
11

2

-6.82
-6.44
-1.67

0.001 *
0.0001 *
o.34

* significant at 5Vo level of significanCe



Pretest

Posttest I

Posttest ll

Pretest Posttest I Posttest II Pretest Posttest I Posttest II
Low Computer Experience High Computer Experience

ln = 111 ln=2)
Fieure 6. Mean pre- and posttest scores of students sepa¡ated according to level of

computer experience in cAI group.

Response to Mode of Learning

Student response to the mode of learning that they experienced in the study

was recorded because the data might be valuable for future implications. It should

be noted that the information reported in this section had no bearing on the study

itself. Moreover, student response was only applicable to the teaching technique to

rvhich they were assig¡ed in the study.

Student attitude toward CAI and laboratory instruction was meæured by their

responsos to the itoms on the insfucdonal evaluation form. In a fo¡m of Likert

I
ø
B
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scale, students circled one of five responses for each of the four items, ranging from

strongly disagree (l) through undecided / uncenain (3) to strongly agree (5). One

student in the cAI group did not complete the evaluation form, therefore, student

attitude toward CAI was reflected from a group of 12 studene instead of 13. For

the CAI group, 75 7o (9) agreed, that computer tutorial was an appropriate

instructional technique for the subject matter, 16.67%o (2) seongly agreed with the

same staremont, and the remaining 8.337o (1) was uncertai-n. Fo¡ the labo¡atory

group,69.237o (9) agreed that the laboratory was an appropriate i¡st¡ucrional

technique for the subject, whereas 23.07 Vo (3) strongly agreed and the remaining

7.77o (1) was undecided abour this statement. The second item stated that the

computer tutorial (or laboratory) was a valuable leaming tool. All the students that

received cAI expressed agreement with this sratement, as 4l.67vo (5) agreed and

58'337o (7) strongly agreed with the starement. For the laboratory g¡oup, agreement

was also expressed as 69.23Vo (9) agreed and 30.77?o (4) srongly agreed with the

statement, In the next item, students were asked if they preferred computer tutorials

(or laboratories) to other instructional procedures. Half of the students (6) in the

cAI group was uncertain about this statement. while the other half of the group

was equally divided into three groups, with one group (2 ot 16.67va) disagreed with

the statement and the othe¡ two agreed (2) or srongly agreed with rhe sktement.

For the laboratory group, 53.85Eo (7) was undecided whether they preferred

laboratories to other instructional procedures, whe¡eas l5.3gva (z) disagreed with the

statement. The remaining 23.07Vo (3) and l.jVo (1) eirher agreed or srongly

prefened labo¡atories to other instrucfional procedures respectively. The last

statement on the evaluation form asked if more cou¡ses should be raught using
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computer tutorials (or laboratories) in the Clothing & Textiles departrnent, More

than half (58.33Vo) (6) of the CAI group agreed with the above statement, while

25Eo (3) strongly agreed, and 16.67%o (2) disagreed with the sratemenr. For the

laboratory group,53.857o (7) ag¡eed that more cou¡ses should be taught using

laborato¡ies in the Clothing & Textiles department. The remaining 30.77Vo (4) and

l5.38Eo (2) were unsure and in disagreement with the statemenr tespectively. The

overall student attitude toward both the CAf or laboratory approaches of instruction

was positive, as the majority of the students expressed agre€Dent / strong agreement

with the statements on the eva-luation form. Statement three, however, was an

exception as úe majority of the students in either gloup was uncertain if they

prefened the instructional media that they received to other teaching procedures.

Finally, for those who participated in the laboratory grcup, student interest in using

the computer was indicated by their agre€ment and strong agreement (6L54Vo) to

try a computer tutorial on the subject matter. Table 17 presents the means and

standa¡d deviations of the student ratings of the computer tutorial or the laboratory

instructional methods.
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Table 17

Means and Standard Deviations of Responses (in Form of Liken Scale) to Fou¡

Items of Instructional Evaluation Form

CAI *

Mean SD Mean SD

l.The computer tutorial (lab.)
is an appropriate instructional
technique for the subject
matte¡.

2.The computor tutorial (lab.)
is a valuable leaming tool.

3.I prefer computer tutorial
(lab.) to other instructional
procedures.

4.More counes should be
taught using computer
tutorials (lab.) in the C & T
departmenr

4.08 0.52 4.15 0.56

4.58 0.52

3.33 0.99

3.58 1.00

4.31 0.48

3.23 0.83

3.38 0.77

Note. 1= strongly disagree. 5 = strongly agfe€

*n=12

**n - 13
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Discussion

The findings of this experiment support the conclusion that neither teaching

method was more attractive in terms of student achievement. That is, the cAr

approach is as effective as the traditional laboratory approach in teaching specific

pattern development concepts and principles. This result supports early find^ings of

Brandi (1978), Clark (1985), Jamison, et al. (1974), Reich (1971) and orhe¡

¡esearchen that student performance did not favor any specific teaching approach.

This conclusion may be due il pan to the fact that the experiment was conEolled

for instructor effects. As the same instructor (researcher) produced both t¡eaunents,

differences in student achievement became insignificant or less pronounced

statistically. Because other aspects of the treatrnents such as the subject matter and

sequence of instruction being identical, it seems unli-kely that having the media of

instruction different would cause substantial differences in student performance. on

the other hand, consideration has to be given to the fact that the shon time period

of the treatments (less than one hour) could have limited possible diffe¡ences in

results.

with computer assisted instruction, subjects took more time (12 mi¡utes more)

to complete the unit than theif counterpa¡ts in the laboratory setting. As well, more

time was required by the CAI group to complete the practical posnest I (10.5

minutes more). This difference in time of completion may be attributable to extra

time needed to adjust to the AutocAD^ system and the mouse, and occasionar rong

computer rcsponse times especially when students made too many spelling mistakes.

This finding fails to support the ea¡lier conclusions made by Jamison er al. (rgi 4)
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and Skinner (1988) that CAI might result in savings of srudent time. perhaps

integrating cAI in the regular structure of a course would allow students more time

to adjust themselves to the system and reduce the amount of time in completing the

tutorial.

At pretesting, the significant difference found between the scores of both

groups indicated initial group inequaliry despite random assignment of subjects in

the cAI and laboratory groups. with a small sample size of 26, randomization did

not assure the initial equivalence of experimental groups, which is more likely to

happen for larger numbers of random assignments. This initial group difference

disappeared after the Íeatments were delivered. The ¡esults also indicated student

gain in leaming for both groups, as their performance improved from the pretest to

the wdtten posttest. As well, it appears that students in both groups were able to

apply their knowledge gained to a problem solving situation, as indicated by their

sigrificantly different scores on the practical posttest I. These findings of student

improvement suggested that the cAI treaEnent is a reflection of the theo¡etical

framework supported by Bork (1980), La¡sen (r9g5), and srreibel (19g6) and others.

Through computer assisted instruction, a leaming outcome was guaranteed because

means of acquiring knowledge were set up to guide students towa¡d the goals of the

tutorial.

student performance on the practical test I diffe¡ed significantly from that on

the written posttÊst II for both groups. students seem to acquire good mastery of

the pattern development skill through either media of teaching, whe¡eas their scores

on the written posttest were relatively low. T1rei¡ relatively low performance on the

wdtten test, as opposed to the practicar test, may be partly due to a decrease in
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ifretention of leaming after a cenain period of rime (one week). It is possible that

the wrinen posttest tr was administered immediately after students received the

treatments, some differences in student posttest II scores might be noted.

The diffe¡ences between the achievement of students with or without previous

experience in pattern development and clothing construction were insignifîcantly

small. Results also failed to support the conclusion about the interaction effect

between instructional mode and experience in pattern development and clothing

construction on student performance. Thus, these f,rndings are similar to those

reported by Reich (1971) about equal student performance regardless of experience

level. Students of both levels of experience did not seem to benef,f i-n particular

from any one of the teaching methods. As the subject matter of the study covered

basic pattem development concepts and principles at an introductory level, it seems

unlikely that having had some experience in pattern development and sewing would

cause relatively high perfomrance on the tests. The instructions were designed to

teach the basics of the subject matter. For easy comprehension, the instructions did

not assume previous knowledge of the subject matter based on past experience.

The frndings of the srudy were similar to those of læc (1973) in that neither

the CAI nor the labo¡atory treatment favored students with high or low past

academic performance. slight but insignificant differences in srudent performance

were shown for students with high and low academic performance in both groups.

It is unlikely that srudents with high ability would learn more via cAI as reported

by Hafield (1969) and Lang (1976). Again, the durarion of the rreatments might be

too short to show any significant differences in the achievement measurcs. As well,

tìe content of the instructions was well controlled in both groups that past academic
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performance would not have an effect on student performance in either group.

Thus, the results of the study supported the hypothesis that moderared by their level

of past academic performance, instructional mode did not have an effect on student

achievement,

Wilh the computer assisted instruction, the differences in performance between

students with high or low computer experience were very small. It appears that

computer experience is not a factor in determining the performance of the subjects.

This finding fails to support Lee's (1973) conclusion that the largest gain in

learning is achieved by students with previous computer experience. Since the

computer tuto¡ial was designed to be use¡-friendly, interactive, and non-threatening,

it seems that students were able to learn the materials via CAI readily. With only

two students with high computer experience, the lest of the CAI group appeared to

adjust well to using the computer. Except for some spelling mistakes that inc¡eased

the computer response times and possibly some frustration as well, students were

able to learn at thet own pace and complete the tutorial on their own. In fact,

based on the student responses to the insm¡ctional evaluation form, the majority of

the CAI group found that the computer tutorial is an appropriaæ furstructional

technique for the subject matter a¡d it is a valuable leaming tool. These positive

atdtudes towards the use of the computer might have eased the learning process.

Thus, because of the user-friendly nature of the tutorial, a student's previous

computer experience might not have any bearing on his/her performance. To

determine differences in student performance as a result of previous computer

experience in funue studies, it would be more appropriate to include specific type of

previous computer experience such as the use of specific CAD systems in designing
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pattems or appafel design.

Another conclusion that can be drawn about student aniodes toward the

instructional techniques is that students generally had positive attitudes towa¡d both

teaching techniques. The majority of the students in either group agreed that the

instructional technique they experienced was appropriate for the subject matter and

was a valuable learning tool. This ¡esult supports earlier findings of cavin et al.

(1981), Miller and Racine (1988), and others that college students demonstrated

positive attitudes toward computerized learning. It is likely that while the students

in labo¡ato¡ies were familia¡ and comfortable with the uaditional laboratory setting

for the subject mater, those in the computer group were also impressed by the

novelty and interactive nature of the computer as an instructional media. perhaps

future studies can include an attitude measure at pretesting to find out any attitude

change after manipulating the treatrnents. On the other hand, students who

participated in laboratories were given a chance to take the computer tutorial at the

end of the experiment as a means to find out how thei¡ performance and,/or attitude

toward computers might diffe¡ from their counterparts in the cAI group. However,

none of the students was interested in taking the tuto¡ial, perhaps students' fu¡he¡

participation in the study was in conflict with thei¡ term a¡d examination schedules.

It is possible that direct contact by telephone instead of posting a sign-up sheet

would have increased the response rate.
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CHAPTER V

Conclusions

Summarv

In the past decade, i¡creasing attention had been drawn to the use of

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems in speeding up the design and production

functions of the garment manufacturing business. Adopting new technologies in the

education of apparel design would be an asset to prepare students for an easy

transition to the automation of the industry in the near futu¡e. The purpose of this

study was to design a computer tutorial program within AutoCADR, a computer-

aided design system, and to evaluare tÏe effectiveness of this tutorial in teaching

specific pattem development concepts and principles. Limited amounts of research

were found that related to the impact and implications of adopting CAD systems in

apparel design education. A comparative study was chosen to evaluate the

effectiveness of computer assisted i¡struction, with the use of a CAD system,

against that of the traditional laboratory teaching method.

The theoretical framework that underlies the intention of the study focused

primarily on the impact of human-computer inte¡actions initiated through computer

assisted instruction (CAI). Through the human-computer dialogue, leaming is

guafanteed as students pfogess towa¡d the objectives pre-determined by the author

of the computer program. However, consistent evidence from past research was

found to suggest that student achievement did not favor the use of CAI or any

specific method of teaching. Thus, learning benefits gained from eithe¡ employing

CAI or the raditional laboratory teaching media we¡e simila¡.
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The major hypothesis of the study stated that there was no significant

difference in student achievement between the use of computer Assisted lnstruction

(CAI) with AutoCADR and laboratory instruction in teaching specific pattem

development concepts and principles. In other hypotheses, student performance was

examined fo¡ its relationship with srudent entering content proficiency or experience,

past academic performance, and computer experience. An experiment was

conducted to determine any changes on student achievement level afær receiving the

treatments of the srudy. The resea¡ch sample was composed of 26 female students

ernolled in an introductory pattern development cou¡se i¡ the clothing & Textiles

department. The experimental group received the cAI treatment while the control

group received the laboratory treahent. The performance of both groups was

measu¡ed on the pretest and the posttests. All the data collected were coded with

the use of the Statistical Analysis System (sAS). Descriptive statistics were used. to

summarize the cha¡acteristics of the data. Two-sample and paired-comparisons T

tests were performed for hypotheses one and fou¡. A 2x2 analysis of covariance

(ANAcovA) with a single covariare þretest) was selected for statistical analyses of

data for each of hypotheses two and three.

Results of the T test demonstrated no statistically significant difference in the

mean test scores between the cAI a¡d the labo¡atory goups. That is, insufficient

evidence was found to reject the hypothesis that there was no significant relationship

between mode of i¡struction and student achievement. The findings indicated that

either approach was successful in producing student gain in leaming, as student

performance on the posttest measures was significantly higher rhan that at pretesting.

Moreover, significant difference was found between student performance on the
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practical posttest I and that on the written posttest II.

The findings of ANACOVA failed to reject the hypothesis about no interaction

effect on student achievement between mode of instruction and student experience in

pattern development and clothing consFuction. None of the above explanatory

va¡iables, the covariate (pretest), and their interactions was found statistically

significant. That is, neither approach was more attractive when the students were

sepamted according to their level of experience. For hypothesis three, all the F

values assessed by ANACOVA for the posttest scores revealed the interaction of

irstructional mode and past academic performance did not display significant effect

on student achievemenr. Thus, the findings failed to reject hypothesis three. For

the last hypothesis, results of the T test, again, suggested no significant differenc¿

between high and low computer experience level in the achievement of subjects

using cAI. That is' when aggregated according to the level of computer experience,

these two groups of studenrs who participated in the CAI group performed equally

well in statistical terms.
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Imnlications for Practice

Computer Assisted Instruction can be a viable teaching tool if used conectly by

the instructor, As both the CAI and the laboratory approaches we¡e found to be

effective in teaching patæm development, instructors should not hesitaæ in adopting

cAI in instruction. As an alternative to using the compute¡ for the fu[ duration of

a coruse, i¡structors could consider using the computer in a session of a course to

supplement students' leaming of certain topics of pattern development or apparel

design. computer tutorials like the one used in this study would assist instructors

on cerÍain topics in a cotllse while providing students a chance to have hands-on

experience with the computer and to inte¡act with other students during the leaming

process. With the aid of appropriate teaching manuals, the computer could be

programmed to take over the role of teaching certain topic a¡eas. Instructors a¡e

then free to tackle problems that student might encounter in learning the subject or

to spend more time on other aspects of the course. Thus, i¡struction could become

mo¡e effrcient with the appropriate use of the computer in teaching. Computer

Assisted Instruction could also improve uniformiry of instruction, which is essential

for beginning cou¡ses and for multi-teacher courses in which the effectiveness of

instruction varies heavily with different instructors.

Depending on the area of discipline and objectives of a course, a computer

tutorial of this kind might be expanded to replace regular course materials for the

full duration of a cou¡se. In such a case, a textbook would be helpful to

supplement the computerized instruction a student has to follow during the coune.

Yet, with these implications of CAl, instructors should avoid basing their
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decisions of computer usage or purchases on the achievement gains of students. As

CAI was not found to be superior to other teaching techniques for this subject,

irstructors should determine the use of computer by considering facton such as

courseware, student leaming time with the use of CAI, student gains in terms of

computer literacy or cost efficiency of employing different instructional methods.

More attention should be given to matching the teaching technique with the needs

of the students and srudying vadous attributes of the technique in achieving leaming

Recommendations for Further Research

It is recommended that futu¡e resea¡ch should investigate attributes of teaching

media that contribute to student learning. As no signifîcant di-ffe¡enc€s in student

achievement were found between the two instructional techniques used in the study,

resea¡chen should focus their ¡esearch to studying the atribuæs of the individual

instructional technique and how these attributes can be strengtlened to improve

learning. With the recent integration of the computer in the apparel design

curricula, more attention should be given to study the cha¡acteristics of CAI and

thei¡ effect on the leaming process and,/or student knowledge of the CAD systems.

Whether further media comparison ¡esearch between CAI and other teaching

medium is recommended, it should be understood that the success of the research is

contingent upon the area of discipline to be srudied. It would also be of interest to

investigate factors that determine the use of computers in education. Factors such

as cost efficiency, frequency of student use, courseware (content and program
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bestrategy), student leaming time and student benefits in compuær literacy can also

elaborated in future studies.

Upon investigating different attributes of CAI that would contribute to leaming,

future resea¡ch could focus on integrating a computÊr tuto¡ial in the regular course

activities and utilizing the regular examinations for achievement measu¡es. If the

experiment could be run through the full du¡ation of the course, attitudi¡al data may

be collected at multiple points in time to detennine the temporal relation of student

achievement to the explanatory variables. Another point of interest would be to use

the computer as a routine element for instruction by covering more topics in a

regular coune of pattern development. Hete, further resea¡ch may be conducæd to

find out whether student performance or interest in the cou¡se would diminish as the

computer becomes a routine element of the course structure.

An i¡crease in sample size is also recommended to increase the power of

statistical analyses for the study. Instead of having students in a pattem

development course participate in the study, the sample might be increased to

include all clothing and textiles sophomores ard juniors. As subjects are not drawn

from those en¡olled in a particular course, this sampling procedure would eliminate

subjects who are not Clothing and Textiles majors such as the Comprehensive

students who panicipated in this study. Thus, those clothing and rextiles students

who might not major in apparel design could a-lso be studied-
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Appendix B

Instructional Desien of Studv Tutoriâl

A. Instructional Goal of the Tutorial or Laboratory

To acquire a basic knowledge of specific pattem development concepts and

principles; and given a bodice front a¡d a bodice back pattern, students in both

groups will develop correctly a pattern for a specific style of flat collar.

B. Instructional Analysis

The frst step in instructional analysis of a goal is to classify the goal

statement according to the kind of learning that wilt occur @ick & Carey, 19g5).

The goal involved in this design was hierarchical since it was an intellectual

problem-solving skill. In order to learn how to perfomr problem-solving skill, the

leame¡ must first know the rules that are to be applied in the problem-solving

situation. To leam the relationship among "things", the subord.inate skills required

for any given rule are typically the concepts that are used in the rules. Finalty, the

learner must be able to discriminate whethe¡ a particular example is relevant to the

concept. The second step involves identifying and sequencing the major steps

required to perform the goal. Figure B-1 outlines the major sæps and sequence for

reaching this instructional goal.
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must use bodice front & back
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I
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Define flat cc,llar

rcro-!
FletrÞgni sel Ident i fy
terms that appear Ðn
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CEnceDt 1 Êcnceot 2
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Identi fy neÉkl ine edge,
design edqe c.f col I ar

,îr

FiSgfC_E:!. HierårctiÍ,:åI analysis ßf å pr,:,blem-salving o,:a1
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The hiera¡chical approach asks the question: "what does dre student already

, need to know so that, with a minimal amount of instruction, the task can be

leamed?" @ick & carey, 1985, p.48). Figure B-1 demonstraæs the inteuectual

skills subordinate to steps 2, 3, and 4 in the psychomotor skill of conectly

developing pattems for the flat collar. The¡e were no othe¡ rclevant skills that the

learner must master before continuing the instruction.

C. Performance / Bahavioral Objectives (Table B-l)

A performance objective is a detailed description of what a studenr will be able

to do when tìey complete a unit of instruction. The¡e a¡e two types of

performance objectives :

a)subordinate objectives - that pave the way to the achievement

of the terminal objective;

b)terminal objective - refers to the insructional goal converted

into an objective.

, The terminal objective in this instructional design was:

, "Given a bodice f¡ont and a bodice back on the terminal (or i¡ a laboratory

' situation), develop a pattern for a style of frat colla¡ you (the srudent) select.
:

: overlapping at the shourder seam must be done; the shape of the neckline edge and

: ¿esign edge must be identical to the illustration; and the panern developed
:

: must be labeled correctly.
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D.Criterion.Referenced Test Items

Criterion reference test is composed of items that directly measure the behavior

described in a given set of behavioral objectives. In this instructional design, three

tests - pretest, embedded test, and posttest - were used to measure the objectives

taught in the instructional program. The pretest measu¡ed those skills that were

going to be taught to determine how much prior knowledge students had of what

was to be taught. The embedded tests helped students practise knowledge gained,

perhaps with no feedback, as they were tested after instruction on an objective and

prior to the posttest. The posttest will also assessed all the objectives. The purpose

of the posttest was to help the designer identify the a¡eas of instruction that were

not working. In this study, the formas of the pretest and the posnest varied

slightly. To contol any cor¡elation between the two tests, the test items in the

two tests were slightly different and one more question was given in úe posttest

(Iable B-1).

The protest given before instructions are presented will address four objectives

(3.21 - 3.41 in Table B-1):

i) deñne collar type;
ü) define collar style;

üi) define flat collar;
iv) state the relationship between neckline edge shape and amoun! of roll of

collar.

The two posttests, the practical pattem development test and the wrinen

posttest, covered eight objectives (2,3 - 4.1 in Table B-l). The practical test was

administe¡ed mainly to cover the terminal objective.
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Appendix C

Tutorial Manual

PÀTTERN DEVELOPHENT OF FLÀT COLLÀR

Ke\/ to the I nstruct i ons
uppeR cÀse e unÇerlineil rneans type in'
ü\re; c"=e e uáderlined neans hit the niddle button on the mouse

- 

an¿ pick f rorn the pu1l-dolrn tool toènu.
/ ne¿rns hit Lhe return or enter key'
Mouse - Às you move a mouse around the tabl'etop, crosshairs

track its movement on the screen.
Hit the left button on the rûouse to select the point
at r¡hich the crosshairs are positioned'
Hit the riqht button on the nouse to return'

startinq the Proqran

To start a nev dra'¿ing. tyPe in the follovings:
t/
À: ( type in Your Last nane ) ./

once instde the dïavlng ftle, type in the folloving corn¡rands:

( LOÀD rt sÎ,r DEtr ) /

SLIDE /
(Type in your flist nane) /

,{actli¡¿ .d¿!.

- 

C.nler ôa¿t

- 

¿"s¡g^.'.drc

_ Sârdd.r crrrrñÀrl

I20

sectionl-section3
Instructionstocompletethefirstthreesectionsofthetutorial
;;Ii-;pñ.i at the prompt line. ÀIl you need to do froD¡ this
point òn is follov the PronPt line.

For exanple, after vievlng a sllde, you are asked to:

Type ln <Y> vhen ready to contlnue to next sllde: Y /
(here. type 'in ! and hit the return key. )

*Note that questions vill be asked in the - tutorial. to-.check if
yãu-unaãrståna the ¡naterial as you proceed' Read the directions
ih"t "pp""t at the proropt 1ín9. be-fore entering your ansvers ' Àn

"*àtpf 
ä' is given beiou: - Ndt-ct\ th'. st..ot," ott tt'¿ t1dl

'coU.aî ,s,lt rr¿ rlritÀ tâa. tqF tlt gir,qtL

Enter number for neckline edge: (type ín a number)
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/ neans hit the return or enter key.
Mouse - Hit the left button on the mouse to select the point at

lrhich the crosshairs are positioned.
Hit the riqht button on the mouse to return'

Section 4 - Make Your Own Pattern

you are plovidetl i¡ith the bodice front anil ,back patterns-on thê
last slidã of Section 4, use the commands givén belov to develop
a Þattern for the flat coÌ you select.

kev to the Instructions:
õffi rneans type in.
Iã;ã?- c""e ê underlined ¡reans hit the ¡nidctle button on the mouse

and pick frorn the pu1I-dovn tool nenu.

overlapping shoulder sean:
Àt the co¡nroantl Pr onPt, tYPe
RoTÀTE / (selãct õbject) pick bodice back ,/ (base point) pick

endpoint (fro¡o the pull-dovn nenu), pick neckline at
shoulcler, (rotation angle ) -8 ,/

(By rotating Bodice .Back at -8 , shoulder sea¡il-ines are
overlappedl by 2 ctos at arnhole. )

Tlacing-necållne. e 6eEtgn edge of collar.¿.-
.,..'-...'.

necktüre qt shoutden

necklhe qt centen front

LINE / pLck 9-!ttP.e-L!r'!., pick neckllne at centet Front (as your
starting Point) , ... .. . /

(...... - starting -fron thì neckline point at c'F', use
LINE to trace frónt and back coJ.lar, i'e' trace around
neckline in sna1l segnents (especially vhen you are-
working on curve.s), the design edge of th9 -selectedcoltar style. and hit the return key vhen finished' )

REDRÀW ,/

att
gJ

fi,

0



c!ossnarking at shoulder :

liÑe---7-pi"i neckline at shoulder, Pick to right of the last
pãint (to form a cross¡nark ) /

Labe Il Ing PaEtern:
öyC--7"útñd;;-(4. incrude the entire colrar pattern) '/ (first

corner) prcK Ieft of collar tlesign edge at C'F" (other
ãoin.ri õicr right of back arnscye '/ (base point).pick
neckline at -tóufaut, (drag the ¡ûouse across to left of
bodicebackuntilyouhaveenoughspacefor.displaying
itrÀ pattern) plck å point to left of 'bodice back

Label the pattern correctly by insertlng the labels given belov'
e"p".t the INSERT corn¡ûand fo! each label:

INSERT / (type in label [or block] nane as given below) '/ ..*j:'!r-=rì-: ìi'"!ãtii.n point) pick the appropriate point on the
pattern / / /

1. c
,f.2.c

3. ."

I

1,.,
I

I

I

;l

.T

i¡

,;l

labeI Ior blockl nanes
centre fr
orline

fo Id

Subnitttng a Prlntout coPY:
sÀvE / /
PRPLoT ./ vrsPLAv / / /

THANK YOU FOR YOU PÀRTICIPATION! ! !
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Entrv Behavior Tes t

Flease csmPlete the fellowing questions:

Fart I

1. D.:. yc.u håve åny sewing experience-l

.;. I f yetr lrotl .Iung lrave yc'u been seuing?

3. Have yÈ'u ever rnåde åny garments?

I f yes, [r r¡v¡ rnanyT Spec i f y gar ment

4, Have yLru ever tried to design å Pattern-¡

lf yea, lrow manY Patterns?

Have you ever tried to alter commercial

If yes, how many cemmercial Patterns?

Hûl, r,Jc,ul d you rank yÉ'ursel f in terms of
skills?
High l evel Low I evel

Nåme: ___-__ -- __- -
Year : ___ ----- ---.-
l'la jr¡r ;
Sex: __----
Tel, + _-------

Yes _--- NÉ, ----

Yes --.;- N': ----

patterns? Yes -- N,:,

your pattern desi Eln

r23

Part I I

1. Have yct-t ever used the ccmputer for:
(,:tìeck å5 màny uses in yÈur exPerience)

---- (À) word Processing
---- <U: cc,mmunication (sending messages årc'und)

---- (c) comPuter gåmes

---- 
(d) spread slreets---: ('": eäucatÍonal microccrmputer prcrgram (e'g' drill

& practice, tutorial , urr simulaticnr etc')

?. Have y,lu êver tåken any cÛLtrse in camputer science?
Yes ---- 

Nc' ----
t c,Llr 5e nafne! ----- university I evel --------tr i gtr sclroel level

3. Have you ever written a cc'mputer prc'gram? Yes ---- NB ----
4. Hc,w weuld you rank y,-rursel f -in terms Ë'f yc'ur cernputer

exper ience I evel ?
Hi çtlr I evel L'3w I eve I
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Pretest

TEST I

Co¡nplete the follovtng questions:

1. what does the tern rrcollar Typerr nean?

2. Hhat are the basic collar types?

3. Describe each collar type in terrûs of
(a) the shape of neckline edge;
(b) 'the a¡oount of ro11 of collar '

4. What does the tern |tcollar stylet' rûean?

5. Define rFlat col lar ( .

6. Have you read any specific information on designing collars
during the Past Year? Yes 

- 

No 

-
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Posttest lI

IEgI--I.!
E.r,mpIete the fr_,Il,rwing qLresti':rns, slrt,n¡it this test f;':, yi,t-rr Iatr.
i nst r Lrc t c,r r,rtren f inislred'

1. Htìat are tlre basic c¡lIar tyPesi

ã. Describe eactì ccllar type in terms Ef
(a) the shåPe of neckline edge;
(b) ttre amúunt c,f rc.ll.

3. DÍstinguish between C':lIar Type and CalIår Style'

4. In the space belovr, draw and label a basic peter pan collar'- p.tt.t".' Indicåte bottr tÌìe neckline edge and ttre design edge'
Front Eack

j 
=. State tlre reason for overlapping stìGulder seamlines of Þr'dice

: -- irant and bodice back at ttre arrnscye wtren develc,ping patterns
for tlre flat collar.

7. Apart f ram wtrat yc,u learned in ttris studyr. lrave yc'u read any
. 
-=ã".ific informaii¡n cn designing cc,Irãì.s during the mc,ntlr of
SLptember? Yes ---------- Nt: ----------



8. DÊf ine t f Iåt È':¡1 Ìàr'.



Appendix G

tn¡truct lonal Evaluatlon For o

Instructional unit completed: Computer Tutorial
LàboràtorY

Other ComnenEs:

circle the appropriate number(s) to indicate your àgreement or
d i sagr eernent vith each statement.

1-- StrongLy Dlsagree
2 -- Disagree
3 -- Undec ided
4 -- Àgree
5 -- Strongly Àgree

ConÞuÈêr Tutotlal Laboratorv,

l.The computer tutorial ls an l'The laboratory ls an--;;;r;p;ï;ié instructionar appropriate !nstrucÈlona1
iããnniqo" for the subject matter. technique for the subject

matter.
L2345 12345

2.The corûpute¡ tutorlal is a 2.The laboratory ls a valu-
valuablå learning tool. able learnlng tool'

t2345 12345

3.I prefer co¡trputer tutorlals to 3.I preÉer laborator-ies to
otñer instru¿tionat procedures. other instructional '

L 2 3 4 5 lroceduEes' 4 5

4.Hore courses should be taught 4'Hore course should be- 
o=ing conputer tutorlals iã tt¡e taught using laboratories
C e ó depàrtment. intheceTilepaltment'

t2345 12345
u' :"i;:l:.'lli"lT"T'ä"'.n,.

subject.

L2345

$o!g. Adapted frsm Skinner t4. E'-( 1988) ' Attitudes of College
ãtiãents ïaçard cornPuter -Assi st ed Instructiùn: An EÉsentiå1
väriåble f.=r successful Implementatir:n' EÉuçelletrèl-Ieghnelesy'
ze Q1 , 7-t=.
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Cover LetËer and Consent Forn

September 5

Dear Student,

The purpose of this research is to deterrnine the
effectiveñesã of a computer tutorial pËogram designed to develop
patterns. This study consists of three vritten tests. These are
Lhe entry behavio¡ test to assess your experience in pattern
dlesign and ttre use of conputers, a pretest ånd a posttest to
a""uãr the effectlveness of either the laboratory br the cÀI
(conputer-assistecl instruction) methods of pattern design.

Participants viII be equally divided into tvo groups. Thè
first group vill be the CÀI group, receiving c omputer -ass i sted
instructlon; the second group viII be the laboraLory gtoup,
receiving instruction in a laboratory setting. Ho\rever, those in
the secoñd group viII be given the chance to take the conputer
tutorial after the experiment is conpleted.

Àny parttclpant can sithdrai¡ f ro¡o the experinent at any
tlne. -Yo-ur na¡ne will renain anon).tnous. The test scores you vill
obtain ln this stutly vill EL affect the f inal grade of any
courses you are.taking.

I voultt like to ask your cooPeration to participate in this
study to deternlne the effectiveness of a cornputer tutorlal
pr og!am.

Thank You for Your attention-

s incerely,

Joyce Lai
craduate Student

Departnent of Clothing & Textiles

Í,
study and to be assigned to

CONSENT

, heieby ägree to participate in this
one of the experirnental grouPs.

Do you irant a copy of the study results?
Yes
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Er.e=-eqd-EeE!!cE!-9ËeteE-sf -!tlq-s!gÉv-9¡mplc
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Appendix J

Enbedded Test for Laboratory Session
Conplete the following questions:

l' Match the nur¡bers shoFn on Êhe flat corrar pattern \.¡ith rhe terms given.

_ Neckline edge

_ Center back

_ Design edge

_ Shoulder crossnark

2. Name the followtng co1lar Ëypes.

b.

3. Which collar type has the sEraightest neckline edge

4. l.Ihlch collar tJpe has the least amount of roll

5. lfhat detend¡.es the anounÈ of roll of a collar

6. Couplete the following sentence:

Collar style relaÈes to

r30

Ê
q>

a.


